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Themes and 
Recommendations 

Vancouver Fire and Rescue 

Services 
Needs Assessment Study, Final Presentation 

Presented May 31, 2018 

Revised June 29, 2018 

This is the final presentation for the Needs Assessment Study performed for Vancouver 
Fire and Rescue Services (VFRS) by Darkhorse Analytics. It was commissioned to 
understand the risk profile and resource requirements of VFRS both today and into the 
future, and inform the Strategic Plan that will be developed by VFRS in 2018. The project 
began in February and concluded in May 2018. 

Executive Summary 
Vancouver Fire and Rescue Services (VFRS) engaged Darkhorse Analytics to perform a 
Needs Assessment Study between February and May of 2018. The goal was to understand 
their risk profile, current and future resource requirements, and to inform the Strategic 
Plan that VFRS will be developing in the latter half of 2018. We approached this from three 
directions: (1) understanding the perceptions of people within and outside the 
organization, (2) understanding where VFRS stands when compared to its peers, and (3) 
using data analytics to create objective measures and recommendations. We discovered 
that VFRS is running a very lean and efficient operation, but is reaching a breaking point 
in the face of unprecedented call growth. 

In the first phase of the project, we conducted interviews and workshops to engage a 
broad group of stakeholders. They were selected to be representative of all levels and 
areas ofVFRS and included stakeholders within the City of Vancouver, Vancouver Police, 
E-Comm, BCEHS, and UBC. At a high level, the stakeholder engagement paints the 
picture of a high-performing, professional and respected department that has been able 
to adapt to significant challenges and constraints. 

It is clear, however, that VFRS is stretched to its limits. The opioid crisis and overall rising 
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call rates have taken a toll. Staff are feeling burnt out and experiencing empathy fatigue. 
The top priority identified is that VFRS does not have sufficient resources and equipment 
to handle challenges such as increased building heights, densification, new building 
materials and road impedances such as bike lanes. 

Besides resourcing, some other themes came up in the stakeholder engagement. 
Training across all areas is perceived as lacking, part icularly with hands-on and 
specialty unit t raining. 
Health and wellness is in need of attention. There is a concern about maintaining 
physical fitness and mitigating longer-term health risks. 
Although the culture is becoming more supportive of mental wellbeing, staff 
desire better access to external support systems. 
There is new found confidence and optimism around the leadership team. The 
factors for improving this are transparency, open communications, accountability 
and greater involvement in decision-making. 
There is a keen interest in data analytics, evidence-based decision-making, 
measuring to and achieving NFPA 1710 standards, and seeking CPSE accreditation. 
VFRS has a good relationship with most of its ext ernal stakeholders, although 
there is room to improve coordination with various City departments and clarify 
roles, responsibilities and accountabilit ies with BCEHS. 
The community-at-large has a posit ive and supportive view of VFRS, but when it 
comes to recruitment, VFRS struggles to attract a diverse group of candidates. 
To have a department that genuinely represents Vancouver, it must work to 
improve its image as an employer- of-choice within the diverse communities 
across the city. 

How does VFRS compare to its industry peers? We compared broadly to publicly 
available statist ics for 45 North American cities and conducted in-depth in terviews and 
surveys with 4 Canadian fire services (Toronto, Edmonton, Calgary, Ottawa) and two 
American integrated (Fire & EMS) services (San Diego, Seattle). The benchmarks 
supported much of what we heard in the stakeholder engagement phase - namely that 
Vancouver is busy, works efficiently, but is nearing a tipping point. 
To provide a clearer perspective, in 2017, VFRS saw 94 incidents per 1000 residents, while 
Canadian services ranged between 26 and 53. The average VFRS hall responded to 3,342 
incidents, while most other Canadian cities were in the 1,500 range. The average 
firefighter in Vancouver responds to twice as many incidents as the average firefighter in 
any other Canadian city. They also have the highest injury rate and the fewest t rainers per 
operations staff. 

Vancouver's budget for the fire service (dollars per incident) is in the bottom 20% across 
North America while the non- operational staff is proportionally the smallest in the 
Canadian cohort. In addition, VFRS is increasingly busy. Emergency incidents have 
increased 10% each year since 2014. In the two years between 2015 and 2017, overdose 
incidents across the city have almost t ripled while medical demand doubled at Hall 2 in 
the Downtown East Side, the busiest hall in the city. In terms of outcome measures, the 
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result is predictably poor. Within-target- time responses dropped from 74% in 2015 to 
66% in 2017. For comparison, other Canadian services we were able to get numbers from 
range between 69% and 92%, while the NFPA target is 90%. 

Most of the growth has occurred downtown, with smaller pockets around the periphery. 
Unfort unately, although the City is well-covered with fire halls, each hall has relatively 
minimal staffing, and VFRS is not set up well to quickly handle high-risk responses which 
require a larger crew. The most significant drivers of poor response performance are slow 
turnout t imes and low unit availability (units busy on other calls). The mathematical 
analysis suggests that focusing efforts on improving turnout times and increasing staffing 
on existing apparatus is the most efficient path to increasing response performance and 
reducing risk. 

Our final recommendations focus mainly on the short and medium term and attempt to 
find the highest leverage opportunities to reduce risk and improve response 
performance. 

In 2018, we recommend the following: 
• Pursue CPSE accreditation to guide the t ransition to a high performing, 

evidence-based service. 
• Develop a data-driven culture by building an analytics team to support education 

and decision-making 
• Improve coordination with BCEHS to address dispatch, transfer of care, and joint 

planning 
• Continue to build connections with stakeholders part icularly those depart ments 

in the City where duplication of efforts can be reduced (for example, building 
inspections) 

• Bolster physical and mental health, wellness and safety by adding appropriate 
safety and personal wellness and developing a comprehensive wellness plan. 

• Continue to build culture and diversity by adding outreach programs and 
personnel 

• Complete development of a comprehensive training program to reach training 
levels comparable to peer services. 

Through the medium term (until 2022), we recommend that VFRS continue to improve 
operations through faster turnout and alarm handling times while adding resources 
where they will have the most benefit to the service. In particular, we recommend: 

• Reduce turnout times to tm45s, 90% of the time by setting station-specific 
targets and engaging all staff in accurately tracking and improving times. 

• Achieve NFPA alarm handling targets through streamlined call evaluation and 
dispatch processes. 

• Bolster training staff to ensure adequate opport unities are available for 
operational staff. 

• Add prevention and public education resources to reduce volume and severity of 
fire calls through targeted community risk reduction activities. 
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• Add firefighters to improve response performance and address risk exposure in 
under-served parts of the city. 

• Develop station plans for the long term by continuing the firehall renewal capital 
plan, planning to replace poorly located halls, and increasing capacity in the 
downtown and the Cambie corridor areas. 

These five-year recommendation create a total 122 FTE posit ions comprised of 
firefighters (100), prevention and public education (10), community outreach, inclusion 
and diversity (2), analytics (3), training (1), safety officer (4), mental health professional (1), 
and accreditation manager (1). 
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OVERVIEW 

3 

Photo credit: flightlog, flickr.com /photos/flightlog/5942976997, License: Attribution 2.0 Generic (CC BY 2.0) 
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Our Approach 

••• ·-· 

Phase 1: Current State Analysis 
Generated 1300 ideas from 74 internal and external 
stakeholders through interviews and workshops 

Phase 2: Benchmarking 
Compared Vancouver to 45 cities going deeper on 6 
peers, and reviewed read iness to begin CPSE 
accreditation process 

Phase 3: Diagnostic Analysis & Predictive Modelling 
Analyzed trends and performance in 2015-2017 for 
229,362 responses, forecasted future demand, and 
launched software suite for analysis and planning. 

Phase 1: Stakeholder engagement interviews, workshops 
Phase 2a: Accreditation 
Phase 2b: Benchmarking 

Phase 4: 
Needs Assessment 

Recommendations 
to serve the needs of 
the community and 
align with industry 
standards 

Phase 3a: Diagnostics: data cleansing (spatial/temporal outliers, calculating time 
intervals), performance calculation, overgoal analysis, ERF analysis 
Phase 3b: Diagnostics: hot spot analysis, ERF overgoal analysis, forecast method (derive 
population growth, apply call rate per event category), units busy analysis, diagnostics 
tool 
Phase 3c: ERF Performance, call forecasting, coverage analysis, hall modelling, specialty 
unit deployment, station locator tool, crewing analysis 
Phase 4: Consolidation of findings 
Phase 5: This report 
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Phase Alignment 
Each phase confirmed findings from the others, without conflict 

-. ••• ·-· ~ 
Phase 1: Current Phase 2: Phase 3: Diagnostic 

~ State Analysis ◊ Benchmarking 0 Analysis c::::J 
c::::J 

~ -- -Need for training, Low trainer to ops Poor turnout times, Agreement 
identified staff ratio, high injury rate, high call volumes, 
burnout, lack of high calls per unit availability 
resources. No firefighter, good hall problems, new halls 
mention of more density. not urgent 
halls. 

In these types of engagements, complete agreement is actually somewhat unusual. Often, 
opposing perspectives come to light with different inverview groups. Impressions may 
not always match objective facts. What is seen as unique to one organization may actually 
be the case across the industry. 

We did not encounter these issues. The feedback received in interviews and workshops 
was very consistent across all the different groups of participants. Benchmarks against 
other departments supported what we heard from stakeholders. The operational data 
told the same sto1y. 
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Stakeholder Engagement Process 
W ho d id we talk to? 

27 interviewees 

21 int erviews 

14 ext ernal 
stakeholders 

7 execut ives 

including 

VFRS leadership 
Union President ~ 

3 external 
to the city 

11 city 
departments 

4 workshops 

l 
47 people 

including 

Rookies 
Fire Fighters 
Lieutenants 

Captains 
Battalion Chiefs 

Trainers 
Inspectors 

Administ rat ion 
Staff 

In the first phase of the project we engaged a broad group of stakeholders that were 
representative of all levels of areas of VFRS, as well as various departments within the City 
of Vancouver , BCEHS, E- Comm and UBC. 

The interviews were designed to answer guiding questions such as: 
• How well is VFRS currently meeting its obligations to the community? 
• How well is VFRS working with internal and external stakeholders and vice versa? 
• Does VFRS currently have the adequate training, certifications and specialized 

teams at the appropriate locations to carry out its mission? 
• ls VFRS currently meeting its minimum performance levels? 
• What are the key issues that are currently impacting VFRS' ability to carry out its 

mission? 

We received an incredible breadth of information and very constructive feedback 
regarding VFRS strengths and opportunities. 
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What did we talk about? 
Topics and Questions from interviews and workshops 

Public Perception 

Performance 

Culture 

Health & Wellness 

Training 

External Stakeholders 
/Partners 

What is the priority? 

What's working? 

What could be 
improved? 

What are the risks? 

What are the 
challenges? What are the 

external factors? 

These were the general themes around which interview findings were grouped. 
Key findings around these themes are in the following slides, but additional details can 
also be found in the Appendix. 
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Top Priorities Revealed from Workshops 
Based on information gathered from 47 people 

44% 

28% 

13% 

8% 

4% 

3% 

Increase resources 
Staff and equipment 

Training 
Progressive and inclusive mentoring, off-the-floor training 

Health & Wellness 
Annual screening, standardized fitness training 

Staff 
Performance reviews, succession planning, accountability, 
becoming a wage leader 

Transparency & Communication 
Consistent face to face communication, staff consultation, 
openness in decision-making 

Performance 
Standards, workload, focus on core m ission, growth strategy, 
data analytics, technology, outreach, scheduling, patient release 

Comments/feedback on each priority can be found in the Stakeholder Engagement Study 
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Key Findings from Interviews 
Topic: Performance 

WORKINC WELL / IMPROVINC 

Able to adapt to resource constraints 

Severity of fires is well controlled 
when VFRS arrives 

RISKS 

Lack of resources, staff, and budget 

Expanding mandate 

Lack of standards (eg: NFPA 1710) 

Dispatch inefficiencies 

Reactive mentality 

TO BE IMPROVED 

Accountability & trust 

Communicat ion & transparency 

Greater focus on prevention and education 

Acquisition of resources/assets process 

Development of standards 

CHALLENCES 

Use and allocation of resources to 
meet VFRS's mission 

Opioid Crisis 

Access to sites 

Increasing Workload 

Burnout I Compassion fat igue 

EXTERNAL FACTORS 

Densification 

Verticality is increasing 

Opioid Crisis 

Access to sites 

Increasing call volumes 
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Key Findings from Interviews 
Topic: Training 

WORKINC WELL/ IMPROVINC 

Specialty teams training 

Increased focus on certifications 

Seniority based promotions 

Willingness of staff for all forms of 
training 

RISKS 

Lack of tra ining 

TO BE IMPROVED 

Strategy 

Resources 

Scheduling 

Responsibility and accountability 

Certifications/ Accred ited programs 

Training in some specialties (marine, special ops, etc) 

Need to develop metrics to monitor the effectiveness of training being 
provided 

CHALLENCES EXTERNAL FACTORS 

Managing overtime hours with union Increasing call volumes 
to support training is difficult 

The frequent movement of people 
resources often negatively imp acts 
training 
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Key Findings from Interviews 
Topic: Health & Wellness 

WORKINC WELL/ IMPROVINC TO BE IMPROVED 

'Resilient Minds' has been well received Overall health plan 

Reinstituting team fitness in the fire halls Using data more effectively 

RISKS 

long term health impacts due to 
industrialization and building materials 

Cancer 

Substance abuse 

Identify benchmarks to monitor and measure against 

Need to do more medical, fitness, mental health, and resillence screening in the 
recruitment process 

Combating compassion/empathy fatigue in firefighters 

Investment into physical health equipment 

CHALLENCES 

Promotion and maintenance of physical 
and mental health 

EXTERNAL FACTORS 

Opioid Crisis 
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Key Findings from Interviews 
Topic: Culture 

WORKINC WELL/ IMPROVINC 

Teamwork. professionalism and 
commitment to getting the job done 

Recently improved communication 

Trust in leadership 

Optimism with the leaderships vision 

There is a strong sense of pride in VFRS 

RISKS 

low morale and staff complacency 

TO BE IMPROVED 

Community outreach, diversity and inclusion 

Methods and mechanisms of communication (eg: use of social media) 

The unique paramilitary system that VFRS employs is a point of difference that Is not 
well reconciled by external stakeholders 

CHALLENCES EXTERNAL FACTORS 

Budget restrictions impacting manpower, Increasing cost of living in Vancouver 
equipment, real estate for fire halls 

low morale and staff complacency 
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Key Findings from Interviews 
Topic: External Stakeholders & Partners 

WORKINC WELL/ IMPROVINC TO BE IMPROVED 

Confidence in the new leadership of VFRS Relationship with BCEHS 

The relationship with VPD Communication processes 
Coordination of large events Definition of mandate and core services 

VFRS involvement in city planning 
Evidence based decision making 
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Benchmarking - Peer Comparison 
VFRS reached out to multip le services for an in dept h benchmarking 
assessment. We received 6 quality responses. 

Popu lation Incidents 

T-:>ronto 2810000 S.ln Ciego 

San Diego 1,339000 Toronto 122 088 

Ca•ga,v - 1tI3,.\47 

Onawa -
!dmomon 

Vancou""r -

·••nl• - ■ Fire & EMS combined service 

■ Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort - 2017 data 

In this phase of the project, VFRS ident ified 9 cities that they wanted to compare against. 
In the end, we had 6 quality responses from Toronto, Edmonton, Calgary, Ottawa, San 
Diego, and Seattle. We pursued Portland as well, who agreed to participate but later had 
to disengage. 

Though the city Vancouver has the smaller population amongst the selected cohort, VFRS 
incident volume is above Calgary, Edmonton,and Ottawa 
As well, Darkhorse gathered public data on 45 other cities for a broader look. Boston Fire 
Department was identified as a close comparable to VFRS. 

See Benchmarking report for further depth. 

Vancouver's population number is based on: 
1. City of Vancouver (* Information located in 2016 Census) - 631,486 people 
2. University of Endowment Lands (* Information located in 2016 Census) -16,133 

people 
3. University of British Columbia (* Sourced by IAFF Local 18 from a representative 

at University of British Columbia Planning and Institutional Research 
Representative) - 66,968 people 

Total census population: 714,587 People 

It is also worth noting that Vancouver has a significant daytime population exceeding 
Census estimates. These are commuters, tourists, visitors, and homeless people. The IAFF 
Local 18 estimate daytime population is 818,824 people. 
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Vancouver has a high rate of incidents per resident 
More than double than the other Canadian Fire-only services 

Incidents per 1,000 Residents 

~MU.le. 

San Otego 

vancouwer-

Edmoecon 

Calgary 

Toronro -

or-.■ 

11 7 BE 

93 55 

■ Fire & EMS combined service 

■ Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort -2017 data 
16 

Comparing Incidents per 1,000 residents, we see that Vancouver has the highest rate 
compared to the other Canadian Fire-only services by almost double. 
VFRS looks like a combined Fire and EMS service. 
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High volumes are mostly driven by medical calls 
Making VFRS look like a combined Fire-EMS service. 

Medical Incident s per 1,000 Resident s Medical Incidents as a % of total 

Edmor,tCio 

Toronro 50% 

Edmonton 

To,omo . 

Calga,y . 
OWl•1a I 4.4 

Calgary 

Cttawa -
■ Fire & EMS combined service 

■ Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort -2017 data 

Looking at only medical incidents, again VFRS deals with an relatively high volume for a 
Fire-only service. 
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Vancouver is well covered compared to its peers 
Station density is high, however, given the population density and the 
incident volume this is necessary. 

Km2 per Hall 

0UdWi3 

edmonton 

Calgary 

SanO,ego 

Toromo ■ 
v."couvei I 

Seattle I ■ Fire & EMS combined service 

■ Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort -2017 data 
18 
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However, VFRS halls on average are the busiest 
More than double that of the Canadian Fire-only cohort 

Avg. Incidents per Hall 

Vancov~r 3 342 

San !lJego 3182 

Seattle 3 _1 3; 

idmomon l ,(,57 

Calga,y 1,486 

Torol'lro 1.471 ■ Fire & EMS combined service 

Ottawa■ ■ Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort - 2017 data 

Station busyness is the highest amongst the cohort, despite the high station density. 
Worrisome, especially when looked at compared to Canadian Fire-only services. 
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Vancouver is doing more with less 
As expected, V FRS ops staff is much busier compared to t he Fire-only 
serv ice cohort 

Vancouver 

EdmontOfl 

Incidents per Operational Staff 

89.2 

46.6 

■ Fire & EMS combined service 

■ Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort • 2017 data 
20 
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And, with a relatively small non-operational staff 
Lean management team, prevention team, t raining st aff, etc 

Non-operational staff as percent of total 

13.0'X> 

■ Fire & EMS combined service 

Not Including Ottawa's volunteer staff ■ Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort -2017 data 

Lean management team and other staff. 
VFRS is performing at a higher level. Churn of work is significantly higher than peers. 
E.g. Each inspector is doing 4x more inspections than some of the peers, but there's only 
12 of them as opposed to 100+. 
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VFRS is low cost compared to peers 

Cost per Incident 

56,624 

Edmonton S4 149 

Ca!gory $4000 

Toronto $3,601 

Seatde 

San Dlego 

Van<ou...,, -

■ Fire & EMS combined service 

■ Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort - 2017 data 

Operating budget seems to be relatively aligned with population, as seen in the 
benchmarking report. 
Given VFRS high incident volume, its cost per incident is much lower compared to other 
Fire-only services 

An increase in cost per incident is not necessarily a bad thing. 
As a city improves it's prevention and education and/or policies to medical responses for 
example, it should see a decrease in incidents and hence an increase in cost per incident. 
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Toronto South Command - Direct Comparison 
First Due performance based on NFPA 1710 

Toronro 

' 

vancou~r 

I 

Department 

Vancouver 

Toronto - South Command 

66% 

l.<lnd Area - km2 

133 

90 

92% 

Halls 

20 

21 

Km21 hall Incidents / km2 

6.7 503 

4.3 429 

If we compare VFRS to TFS South Command we see that it is a close comparable in area, 
densification, and verticality. 
Unfortunately, VFRS response performance is quite low compared to TFS South 
Command 
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Photo credit: Edna Winti, flickr.com/photos/ednawinti/33879890576, License: Attribution 2.0 Generic (CC BY 
2.0) 
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Incident volume has increased 56% 
in t he last decade, and 10% annually since 2014 

70,000 Incidents 

G7k 
65,000 

60,000 

55.000 

50,000 

45,000 

43k 
40,000 

ZS:,000 

30,000 
2008 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 

Incidents to which VFRS has responded have grown more than 10% per year in the last 3 
years. 
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Operating in Crisis Mode 

"Heading to a tipping point - One more thing is 
one less for the next call" 

With the opioid cr isis, staff have been stretched to the limit and 
have done real ly well, but this is not susta inable. Performance is 
sl ipping, and burnout is happening. 

Although it is not the only reason, the opioid crisis is seen as a leading factor of this 
unprecedented call growth. Staff are feeling burnt out and are struggling to perform at 
the level they have in the past. 
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Operating in Crisis Mode 

Medical Incidents responded to by Hall 2 
have increased 108% increase since 2015 

12,n1 

2015 2016 2017 

In Hall 2, we see the crisis at its extreme. 
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Operating in Crisis Mode 

Overdose incidents by comparison 

San Diego Vane~ 
6,225 

1,179 1,167 1,300 

2015 2016 2017 2015 2016 2017 

Compared to the only service from which we received data (San Diego), it is clear that 

Vancouver is still in the midst of and opioid crisis. 
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... resulting in declining first due performance 

100% 

B096 -- -
60% 71% 66% 

40'16 

20'16 

0 % 
2015 2016 2017 

First unft on scene: within Srn20s ot b@ing dispatched, Excludes non-emergency !nddents and Incidents wnh data quality Issues. 

In city the size of Vancouver, a 1% change could be considered very significant, as it 
represents over 500 incidents to which response was below the target time. This drop 
from 73% to 66% means that VFRS is currently responding late to 3,500 more incidents 
per year than it did three years ago. 

For comparison, Toronto Fire Services improved from 82% to 84% over the same time 
period. 
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And declining ERF performance. 

100% 

8 0% 

85% 
60% 

76% 

40% 

20% 

0% 

2015 2016 2017 

Estima,~ by 4th fire suppression app.;ratus to arrive ori scene within 1 Om24s from 9\ 1 ca.JI answered. Exdudes Incidents wh,c.h wc.r~ inftlalty entered as a lesser call type and 
later upgraded, non-emergency incktent:s. inddems with less lhan the specified number of apparatus, 
April 2017 was exduded from the line chart due tD da1a qualll)I issoes. 30 

ERF refers to Effective Response Force, also known as the initial full first alam1 
assignment. This is the minimum staffing level of 15 firefighters required by the National 
Fire Protection Association (NFPA) to a strncture fire in a typical 2000 ft2, two- story, 
single-family dwelling without a basement and with no exposures. 

It is worth noting, that a majority of strnctures in Vancouver belong to a higher hazard 
classification, and would likely require a higher staffing for effective response. However, 
we do not currently have sufficient data on building types to make this assessment. 

NFPA 1710: Standard for the Organization and Dep[oyment of Fire Suppression Operations, 
Emergency Medical Operations, and Specia[ Operations to the Pu.bhc by Career Fire 
Departments, 2016 
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VFRS struggles to deal with high downtown volumes 

First due overgoal calls at 
locations with 25+- calls 
per year. 

. .. 
"' ... 
"" 
.., 

Each emergency call that VFRS did not arrive within the 6m24s first-due target t ime was 
joined to the nearest intersection. Intersections with 25 or more overgoal calls are shown. 
These are considered khotspots". 
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... while maintaining acceptable risk in the periphery 
Expected coverage with 39 FF in 12 m 34s 

-0 

ProbabiO of Anival Occupancies ... 
10 20 30 

Known high-hazard occupancies 
(by avail. data) 

If high-hazards were placed anywhere in the city 

10096 

Risk data was provided by IAFF Local 18 based on a 2016 study, which was in turn based 
on limited data acquired from the City of Vancouver. The structures mapped here and on 
the next slide are not all moderate/high-hazard occupancies, rather, only those available 
in the data. 

VFRS does not currently dispatch to this standard. Looking at the 254 incidents in 2015-17 
where 10 or more apparatus were dispatched, the tom 24s second target has never been 
met by the 10th unit to arrive. 
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Moderate-hazard buildings at UBC are particularly vulnerable 
Expected coverage with 26 FF in 10 m 24s 
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Probablli of Arrival Oc.cupandes 

• • Known moderat•hazard occ.upancies 
(by avail. data) 

If moderat•hazards were plac-ed anywhere in the city 

0% 10096 S 15 25 

Although we are measuring targets based on low-hazard, moderate-hazard structures 
likely represent a majority of structures in the City of Vancouver. 

Throughout this report, we generally measure ERF to the Low-risk building target , where 
we need 15 members attending. In reality, most buildings in Vancouver are Moderate- and 
High- risk, where the effective response is 26 or 39 members. 
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The main issues are turnout and availability 

First Due 
First unit should arrive on scene t o 
an emergency call within 6m24s of 
it being answered, 90% of the t im e. 

Key m etric for all call ~ 
especially m edical calls.. 

W Avallablllty 

1~ Asslgnfflt!nl 

1614> Olsunce 

ERF 
Effective Response F-orce is the 

minimum team of firefighters to 
effect ively fight a st ructure fire~ 

Targets range from 15 firefight ers 
wrthin 10m24s on low hazard 

fires, 
to 39 firefighters within 12m34s 

for hig h hazards, 
90% of the t im e~ 

VFRS does not currently t rack 
t his, so w e approxim ate 

perform ance using t he 4th 
arriving fire sup pression unit 

7"Alorm 

7" u to Olspotch 

314. Asslanment _ 

31" Avallablllty 

15" 0rlvlng 

2015~2017 data, Calls wllh incomplete data are exduded. First due mdudes all errergency calls wttere target time was not met. 
ERf lndudl?S only emergency calls where the inddCY"lt was inttJaUy classified as reqolrfl"lg a rcspons~ of 4 °' more fire: soppresslon apparaws (not later upgraded). 34 

The final piece of our diagnostic analysis attempts to answer "why" response 
performance is strnggling. We use a logic model to assign eve1y overgoal call to a primary 
root cause. 

These definitions are based on analysis of every overgoal call (those where the 6m24s / 
10m24s target time was not met). While there are often multiple causes, we assign a 
reason to the factor which contributed the most. 

Alarm: The alarm handling time at the call taking / dispatch centre exceeded the target 
64s by enough to be unable to reach the scene on time. Note: This is currently only 
m easured for ERF (Fire) calls, because these are hand[ed start to finish at E-Comm. Medical 
caUs, which make up a majority of first-due incidents, are received at BC fanergency Health 
Services (BCEHS) and transferred to E-Comm for dispatching. BCEHS does not provide 
VFRS with data, and so we are unable to measure the entire alarm handling time. 

Dispatched Late: There was a longer than usual period of time between the first and 
fourth units being dispatched. 

Assignment: A unit from the nearest hall was available but not dispatched. This does not 
necessarily imply any error on the part of the dispatcher. This may be a strategic choice 
based on factors that are not obvious in the data, such as prioritizing incidents in the 
busy Hall 2 zone. There may also be data quality issues (a unit appearing to be available 
when in reality it was not), as well as differences in the algorithms used to determine the 
closest unit. 

Busy (Availability): Units from the nearest hall(s) are responding to another call, requiring 
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responses from further-away halls. 

Distance: The incident location is so far from any hall that an average response could not 
arrive in time. 

Driving: The hall was expected to reach the incident in time but was late. This is usually 
attributed to road issues (weather, t raffic, construction, etc.) but can also be influenced 
by poor data collection (forgetting to change their status when arriving on scene). 

Turnout: The time from being dispatched to leaving the hall was over target by enough to 
not reach the incident on time. 

ERF = Effective Response Force. Two perspectives to be evaluated. Availability of 
sufficient resources to respond to an initially defined ERF incident and secondly how long 
it took to get what you define as an effective resource including units and trained staff to 
a confirmed incident with an ERF definition. 
First due applies to the same logic as above but evaluates how long it took to get the First 
unit do a defined ERF incident 
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Cost and Value of Performance 

Improve 
Alarm Handling t ime + 1.0% per 3.5 s 
or Turnout t ime improvement 
or Travel time 

Add l Posit ion N/A 

Add l Apparatus +0.3% 

Add l Hall +0.2% 

Move l Hall +0.2% 

Reduce incidents +l.0% per 5000 calls 

+l.0% per25s 
improvement 

+0.4% 

+l.1% 

+0.5% 

1% first-due 
performance 
improvement 

equals 
- 500 fewer 

overgoal calls 
peryear 

1% ERF 
performance 
improvement 

equals 
- 7 fewer 

overgoal fire 
incidents 
peryear 

Based oo analysis of 201 S-2017 incident data. Supportlng data included fn th• appendix. 35 
Boc.aust! p~forrnance: is calculated based on currem ckmlalld; the valuE of adding .J hall wtll ch•mge In th~ furure due to the lncrMSe: in CcJII volume (+1.296 by 2042). 

The hall performance increase here is based on 2015- 2017 demand. The value of new halls 
grows substantially more in the future, as demand increases in different areas throughout 
the city, so while a new hall may only be worth 0 .2% today, it will be worth 1.2% in 25 
years. 

These small percentage improvements can feel inconsequential, however, it is important 
to recognize that every perfom1ance increase means lives saved, injuries prevented, 
property saved, and maintaining a positive culture. It should also be noted that these are 
city-wide numbers. A 1% improvement to the City often means a 25% or 30% 
improvement in some local areas. 

These numbers are stark in context to the staggering 7% drop in performance VFRS has 
seen over the last 3 years. It demonstrates that the drop in performance cannot be 
attributed to a single factor. Calls did not grow by 35,000, nor did VFRS lose 23 trucks. 
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Immediate (2018) 
Recommendations 

Action on these recommendations should begin today. Some of these are quick wins, but 
most are just the beginnings of ongoing efforts. 

Photo credit: Roland Tanglao, flickr.com/photos/roland/5962013074, License: Attribution 2.0 Generic (CC BY 
2.0) 
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Immediate Recommendations (2018) 

1. Pursue CPSE Accreditation 

2. Develop a data-driven culture 

3. Improve coordination with BCEHS 

4. Continue to build connections with stakeholders 

5. Bolster physical and mental health, wellness and safety 

6. Continue to build culture and diversity 

7. Complete development of a comprehensive training program 

37 
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Immediate Recommendation 

1. Pursue CPSE accreditation 

Create new position for Accred itation Manager (2019) 

Determine how to integrate staff to support accreditation work 

The accred itation process w ill include: 

► Adopting NFPA as a baseline for comparison 

► Developing ta rgets for Train ing, Prevention, Wellness, etc. 

► Educating staff on the importance of accurate data capture 

► Developing a continuous improvement model for data quality 

Adopt a Performance Management Paradigm 

from Stakeholder Engagement: 
• Management, staff and stakeholders perceive VFRS is a high performing 

organization meeting the perceived expectations of the public 
• Management and staff perceive they are stretched too far with the resources they 

have, and it is starting to affect their performance 

from Darkhorse: 
• Despite the challenges and costs, the accountability and awareness gained by 

pursuing accreditation will be worth it. 

Recommendations: 
• Develop and justify a resource plan (budget, staffing, apparatus, etc) that is in line 

with VFRS's mandate and core services 
• Optimize performance wherever possible with existing resources 
• Become an "evidence-based decision making" organization by establishing targets 

(such as the NFPA 1710 standards), put in place accurate and timely data analytics, 
constantly monitor performance - > assess- adjust to improve 

Data capture is things like recording timestamps properly when changing status, for 
example, arriving on scene. 

Hiring an Accreditation Manager is recommended by CPSE and something that every 
service seeking CPSE accreditation does. This is a large effort, touching all aspects of the 
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organization,. 

NFPA standards are a high goal, and no service meets every NFPA standard. However, this 
is something to strive towards, and allows benchmarking against other services. 
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Immediate Recommendation 

2. Develop data-driven culture 

Bu ild an analytics team to manage data qual ity, reporting tools, and 
to provide pred ictive insights, championed by the newly hired 
Assistant Chief, Analytics & Decision Support: 

► Create two analyst positio ns (2019) to perform data ma nagement, 
mathematical/statistical analysis, data v isua lization and automation 

► Create admin istrative position (2022) to ensu re data quality 

Study how opioid crisis drives call volumes and possible demand 
mitigation strategies 

Assess data qua lity and develop improvement plan 

Educate wider team on how to use data and deliver using 
appropriate medium 

from Stakeholder Engagement: 
• Management, staff and stakeholders perceive VFRS is a high performing 

organization meeting the perceived expectations of the public 
• Management and staff perceive they are stretched too far with the resources they 

have, and it is starting to affect their performance 

from Benchmarking: 
• All the services in cohort are measuring against NFPA 1710, in some form, even if 

they have not fully adopted it 
• All the services are spending time and money to become more data driven in 

order to make clear evidence based decisions. 

from Darkhorse: 
• For some further insights on the different roles on an analytical team, see 

darkhorseaoaJytics,com /bJog/five-taces-anaJytics 
• One of the first things your analytics team may want to dive into is figuring out 

what is driving the call volume and how it relates to opioids or not. This can lead 
to more effective demand mitigation. 

• Data quality [and availability] is good timestamp CAD data from Ecomm and 
[anything from] BCEHS, and it's also tools to access the data that everyone knows 
what it means, etc. 

• Also getting quality building data. This is not only for analysis (e.g. mid/high risk 
analysis), but also to assist E-Comm dispatchers in evaluating incidents more 
quickly and appropriately. 

• Start tracking ERF, and ERF on upgrade calls, and ERF for different hazard levels 
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Recommendations: 
• Develop and justify a resource plan (budget, staffing, apparatus, etc) that is in line 

with VFRS's mandate and core services 
• Optimize performance wherever possible with existing resources 
• Become an "evidence-based decision making" organization by establishing targets 

such as the NFPA 1710 standards), putt in place accurate and timely data analytics, 
constantly monitor performance-assess-adjust to improve 

• Periodic updates in call forecast -- our forecast is conservative 
• Improve data quality 
• Getting better timestamps from Ecomm 
• Coordination of Information with BCEHS 
• Creation of exception and audit reporting for performance measures and 

standard metrics. 
• Initiate call processing review process in order to monitor performance and 

accommodate continuous improvement. Initial areas of focus should include: 
• Alarm calls 
• ERF determination 
• Active Fires 
• Life threatening incidents. 
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Immediate Recommendation 

3. Improve coordination with BCEHS 

Working with mayor, city management and Ministry of Health: 

► Streamline dispatch processes to ensure closest and most 
appropriate emergency response resources are used 

► Streamline transfer of care/ patient release 

► Engage in d iscussions to better understand joint 
chal lenges and opportunities 

► Identify options for engagement and planning 

Work with BCEHS to identify options and develop a business case for greater engagement 
and joint planning going forward 
Implement medical response services that optimize both VFRS and BCEHS resources 

Recommendations: 
• Streamline dispatch processes (dispatching closest and most appropriate 

emergency response resources) 
• Streamline transfer of care/ patient release (sitting on scene with non-serious 

patients for hours sometimes) 
• Mayor, city management, dealing with ministry of health 

from Stakeholder Engagement: 
• VFRS relationship with BCEHS is effective on the scene but is not seen as being 

efficient and effective from a strategic perspective 

from Darkhorse: 
• City Manager may need justification from VFRS as to whether or not they have the 

capacity to respond and the training to support it outside of basic First response. 
• VFRS has the option to modify their default response. 
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Immediate Recommendation 

4. Continue to build connections with stakeholders 

Develop a strong internal commun icat ions program 

Increase col laboration with City departments on strateg ic and 
development planning, and integrate services such as bu ild ing 
inspections 

Clarify and commun icate VFRS's mandate to staff and 
stakeholders, includ ing m ission, v ision and strateg ic plan 

from Stakeholder Engagement: 
• Generally speaking most stakeholders and partners want to work more closely 

and effectively with VFRS 
• Most city departments would like to have a closer more integrated planning 

process with VFRS 
• VFRS relationship with BCEHS is effective on the scene but is not seen as being 

efficient and effective from a strategic perspective 
• The city has multiple building inspections taking place by different departments, 

without coordination. 

Recommendations: 
• Identify options for greater engagement and planning with BCEHS going forward 
• Increase communication and collaboration with other city departments on 

strategic and development planning activities 
• Clarify and communicate VFRS's mandate and cores services to all staff and 

stakeholders to better set and manage expectations 
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Immediate Recommendation 

5. Bolster physical and mental health, wellness and safety 

Develop a hea lth plan t hat addresses: 

► Pre-cancer screen ing and p hysicals 

► Confidential counseling and coach ing 

► Health prog ram, simi lar to IAFC/ IAFF Wellness Fitness 
Initiative (WFI) used in Edmonton and Calgary 

Hire a mental healt h professional to be part of t he mental health team (2019) 

Add ress lost time injury levels by creating a Health, Wellness and Safety Officer 
position for each shift (2022) 

Develop comprehensive decontamination policies and p rocedures 

Implement strategy for action-ready, clean gea r 

from Stakeholder Engagement: 
• Some initial steps have been recently taken to improve the overall wellbeing of 

staff - such as re-instituting sports in the Fire Hall and the "resilient minds" 
program 

• Both management and staff are concerned about the support being provided to 
staff from a physical, mental and resilience perspective 

• Increasing burnout and compassion fatigue amongst staff 

from Benchmarking: 
• High lost time injury levels 

from Darkhorse: 
• Safety officers are standard practices in both large and small fire services. They 

can perform both emergency work at incidents, as well other duties to ensure the 
wellbeing of staff. 

Recommendations: 
• Develop and implement a health plan for VFRS taking into consideration 

components such as: 
o Regular pre-cancer screening 
o Annual physicals 
o Confidential counseling/coaching support 
o Health programs 
o Personal and organizational accountabilities 
o Two sets of safety gear, washing facilities (in fire halls) for both clothing 
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o and personnel, or suitable alternatives for decontamination 
• Rise in the importance of building awareness and acceptance in mental health, 

coupled with burnout and compassion fatigue amongst staff - justification for a 
mental health professional 
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Immediate Recommendation 

6. Continue to build culture and diversity 
Continue and expand efforts to attract and mainta in a workforce 
that represents Vancouver 

► create two positions for Community Outreach, Inclusion 
and Diversity (2019) 

Explore opportunities to learn f rom other fi re departments as well 
as partners such as VPD 

Cu lture is perceived to be improving sign ificantly due to increased 
commun ication and engagement. 

Bu ild on VFRS strengths such as commun ity engagement, sense of 
pride, mentorsh ip, teamwork, va lues. 

from Stakeholder Engagement: 
• There is an overall awareness that the VFRS lacks both gender and ethnic 

diversity and needs to address this 
o Achieving this requires a constant, full time presence working in the 

community to establish VFRS as an employer of choice and an option for 
those who would otherwise not consider it 

Recommendations: 
• Establish a program to intentionally seek out and encourage individuals who meet 

the existing high standards for acceptance and are of varied gender identities and 
ethnicities to seek careers with VFRS 
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Immediate Recommendation 

7. Complete development of a comprehensive 
training program 

Incorporate inter-agency training 

Uti lize accredited programs, certifications and live practice 

Ensure strong competency management programs for all 
specialt ies 

Mon itor tra ining effectiveness 

from Stakeholder Engagement: 
• There is an increased focus on the importance of training and certification 
• There is a strong desire and willingness of staff for all forms of training, from 

mentorship to new methods of training 
• Management and staff view training provided as being minimum and lacking in 

most areas 
• Vancouver has one of the most complex environments for training requirements, 

with lots of high-risk structures, the port, earthquake and tsunami risk, etc. 

from Benchmarking: 
• Operations staff per trainer is high in comparison 
• FF lost time injuries are high 

Recommendations: 
• Develop and implement a comprehensive training program taking into 

consideration elements such as: 
o scheduling and staffing constraints 
o incorporates interagency training opportunities 
o live practice 
o accredited training programs 
o metrics to monitor effectiveness, and 
o accountability by the individual and the leadership. 
o Development of recruitment screening process 
o Develop training for a wider range of specialities - eg: boats 

• Focus on certifications and accreditation 
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• Develop transparency in the training program 
o What questions need to be answered? 
o How quickly (when) can I get those answers? 
o Who needs to get the answers? 
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Mid-term recommendations make up the core of this plan. Planning for these should 
begin immediately, with various implementation steps made over the 3 to 5 year 
timeframe. 

Photo credit: Ruth Hartnup. tljckr com /photos /mthanddaye /18770926659. License: Attribution 2.0 Generic (CC 
BY2.0) 
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Incident growth forecast 
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ll"lddent volume. is prediaed using projed.rd population growth. Base Gast' as.sume.s inddl!lltS per population continues at the 2017 rale. 
Worst case assumes !°°'annual demand growth untiJ 2021 Best Case assumes that demand n?tumsto a 20\5 level by 2021. 

Incident growth is difficult to predict, as it is driven by complex factors. Our assumption 
is that the recent spike in growth is attributable to the opioid crisis. This does not, 
however, mean that these are all medical calls to treat overdoses. There are complicated 
demand drivers some correlated and others independent of this crisis. We see, for 
example, an increased risk of structure fires in single room occupancy (SRO) housing, but 
also increased calls related to an aging population. 

Just as no one could have predicted the impact of the opioid crisis a few years ago, we 
cannot accurately predict what will happen in a few years. 

In order to create our Base Case estimate of future demand, we assume that incidents 
will continue to occur at the same rate per population into the future as the 2017 rates. 
Essentially, this method applies the City of Vancouver's projected population growth in 
each area of the city, and applies the current demand to the changing population. 

The W or st Case assumes that the current rate of growth, 10% per year, continues until 
2021. The Best Case assumes that incident rates will return to 2015 levels by 2021. 

One of our recommendations to the analytics team (immediate recommendation #1) is to 
keep this forecast up to date. Doing so regularly is essential to good planning. Not only is 
overall demand difficult to predict, a majority of VFRS demand is linked to BCEHS. 
Increased resourcing or dispatch policy changes at BCEHS could greatly impact which 
calls VFRS attends. 
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What if we do nothing? 
Performance drops wit h demand growth due to rising population 

90% - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ---- · -- -- -- -- --- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -- -90% NFPA ta rget 

85 • 
• - - - - - - 77% Best case . ---------3 

• • 
-- - - • 67% Best case 

6
•~%~:::::-":.._'----: -__ --•• 65% Base case 

76%_______ • 75% Base case 

----• 71 % Worst case 

--~ 61% Werst case 

50% 

2015 2017 2021 2015 2017 2021 

First Due Performance ERF Performance 

First Due Performance refers to achieving the NFPA 1710 target for the first arriving unit 
within 6m24s of a call being answered. 
ERF Performance refers to the minimum staffing level of 15 firefighters at a low-hazard 
fire incident within 10m24s of a call being answered. 

There are higher standards for moderate- and high- hazard incidents, but current data 
collection methods do not allow for accurate reporting of these metrics. In this report, we 
treat all historical fire incidents as low-hazard, and approximate 15 firefighters by 
measuring the 4th fire suppression unit to arrive. 

The standard to achieve these goals for 90% of calls. This is a difficult target to achieve, 
however, it is reasonable for Vancouver Fire to plan to achieve 80-85% in both metrics. 
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Mid-term Recommendations 

l. Reduce turnout times to lm45s, 90% of the time 

2. Achieve NFPA alarm handling targets 

3. Bolster training staff 

4. Add prevention and public education resources 

5. Add firefighters to improve response performance 

6. Develop station plans for long term 

48 
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Mid-term Recommendation 

1. Reduce turnout times to lm45s, 90% of the time 

Set realistic, hall-specific targets 
recognizing unique hall layouts 

Track performance at hall-shift level 

V;incouver 

Calgary 

l:dtnONOn 

SaoOiego-

. goal 2.46 

2.20 

1.57 

: NFPA tatget 
: 1:20 

PHf Compiri:.on: First Due 90th pe,rc:cntn• Turnout time 

Improvement 
Metrics 

First due 
+8.0% performance 

3,700 fewer overgoal 
calls per year 

ERF 
• 3-4% performance 

22 fewer overgoal fire 
incidents per year 

Turnout times are the top priority, because there is the most performance to gain with 
the lowest associated cost. 

These recommendations are in line with peer benchmarks. Toronto, for instance, has also 
publicly stated their goal of 1m45s (105s) as an interim turnout target. 

Initial walkthrough analysis confim1s that 1m45s is a realistic number for service level 
target, and some improvements can be had simply through awareness. 
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Mid-term Recommendation 

2. Achieve NFPA alarm handling targets 
lm4s for 90% of fire incidents 

Acquire data from E-Comm and BCEHS 
to understand total alarm handling time 
for all incident types 

Calga,y 

Edmomo11 

Toronto 0:48 

1.05 

1.37 

. NFDA target 
!1:04 

Peer Comp•rlson: 90th percentile Alarm MandOng time 

Improvement 
Metrics 

First due 
+2.0%" performance 
1,000 few er overgoal 

calls per year 

ERF 
+1.2% performance 

8 few er overgoal fire 
incidents per year 

AJann handling for tirs1 due is not Included ln basefine performance due to data avai~bllity, +219b assumes mis is added. and reduced by 7 seconds fOf all c.all l)'pes. 

Alarm handling time is unknown for calls which are initially handled by BCEHS, so this 
additional time is not currently being tracked. 
Call start is tracked at E-Comm but not provided to VFRS in the same recordset as other 
data. 

Recommendations: 
Begin tracking alarm handling for Medical incidents - getting appropriate data from 
BCEHS 
Begin tracking from call start for Fire incidents - getting appropriate data from Ecomm 
Achieve 1m4s for Fire incident alarm handling (NFPA target). While the dispatch centre is 
very close to meeting NFPA targets and has done so in the past, interviews and 
benchmarks suggest further improvements are achievable. 
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Mid-term Recommendation 

3. Bolster training staff 

In addition to 2 staff planned for 
2078, add 1 more in 2021 

2017 Ops staff per FTE training officer 

Vancower 107.0 

Ottawa 2018 · adding 

Training was identified as #2 priority 
by stakeholders 

VFRS has the highest staff to trainer 
ratio of cohort 

Lost time injuries are relatively high 

from Stakeholder Engagement: 

2 trainers 
----- - -- - - ----- improves to 

81 .6 I oronto 83.2 per 

Edmonton 

trainer 

63.8 

2021 - adding l trainer improves to 
74.9 if ops staff levels stayed the same 

Eg: If 60 FF are added, adding l trainer 
improves to 80.9 ops staff per FTE trainer. 

• There is an increased focus on the importance of training and certification 
• There is a strong desire and willingness of staff for all forms of training, from 

mentorship to new methods of training 
• Management and staff view training provided as being minimum and lacking in 

most areas 
• High incident volume makes it challenging to schedule time for training. 

from Darkhorse: 
• Lack of data/transparency with training program - not easy to see where training 

is really happening. 
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Mid-term Recommendation 

4. Add prevention and public education resources 

Add 2 p revention staff every year for five 
years: 8 inspectors and 2 publ ic education 
staff 

Toronto 

Investigate targeted community risk Se•nle 

reduction 
Otr.awa 

Prevention staff as a % of total 

5.7% 

3.7% 
. . -

With inspections, gather more data and Edmonton 3.5% 

monitor effectively Vancouver - · 
(use Portland example from benchmarks) \ 

2023 - adding 
10 new staff 
improves to 
approx 3.5%• 

Key need identified in stakeholder 
interviews 

from Stakeholder Engagement: 
• Identified as a key need 

from Benchmarking: 

• Assumes a total of 122 FTEs are added 

• Prevention staff as % of total is low. VFRS would need to add 10 new positions to 
increase to 3.5% 

• Fire Incidents are quite high in comparison to peers 
• San Diego - separate inspections bureau 
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Mid-term Recommendation 

5. Add 20 firefighter positions on shift 24/7 to reduce 
burnout and improve performance 

Ba lance the needs of First-due and 
levels of ERF response 

Add 3 to 5 firefighter positions per 
year over the next five years: 

► Convert crossovers to 
fu lly-staffed medics in 
Hal ls 2, 3, 8 and 17 

► Add personnel to existing 
units in Halls 4, 9 and 12 

► Staff addit ional heavy unit at 
Hal l 5 

The key issues this addresses are: 

Improvement 
Metrics 

First due 
+1.2% performance 

600 fewer overgoal calls 
peryear 

ERF 
34 fewer overgoal fire 

incidents per year 
+4.9% 1ow, 

+6.4% moderate, 
+7.3% high hazard 

performance 

• Certain areas of the City are not easily reached by Effective Response Force (ERF). 
• Other areas are frequently busy and require responders from further stations to 

fill in 
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Mid-term Recommendation: 5. Add fi refighters to improve response perform ance 

This balances benefits by targeting each metric 
Many locations improve multiple objectives 

First-Due Low-Hazard ERF ( 1 j FF) Moderate ERF (26 FF) High ERF (39 FFJ 
2.mt, ~5% 7.0% 7.0% 

4.0% 
6,0'M, 6.0!M, 

1 SIMI 
3.S% 

5.0'lt 5,\/'tt 
3.0% 

2.5'1!> 4.0% 4.0% 
1.0'!1> Staff medics at 

Halls 2, 3 and 8, 2.0% 3.0% 3.0% 
and heavy at 

1.5% Hall 5 
0.5% 

t.o.., z.o~ 
1.0~ 

0.5% 1.0% 1.0% 

0.0% 0,0% 0.01!+ o.o~ 
Hall 2. 1.4 4 .. tjj_Jd,...•J 1 2 3 I , 6 7 C: 9 'Gl 1 12 . :Jdeo ,;. • ·>1deo , 

j 4 0 

Performanc~ additions assurn, rumoutgoals will also be met. Only selected options shown; de-wllled recommf:ndation and .;lternatNcs in Appendix.. 

The charts above show % improvement expected from optimal additions to halls. ( e.g. 
best place to add 1 firefighter, best place to add 2 firefighters, etc). The red line show 
cumulative %, the grey bars are the marginal gain from the change. 

We selected the recommended scenario from among many options using the following 
criteria: 

Bay space 
Existing crossover apparatus 
Space for additional crew in hall 
Projected growth 
Commonality across metrics (e.g. hall 8 shows up as a high-value option for 3 of 
the 4 metrics above) 
Decreasing marginal benefits 

The steep curves for First- Due and Low-Hazard ERF suggest that these additional 
personnel are a minimal number. Significant marginal improvements would be continue if 
adding far more resources than we are able to recommend at this time. 

Additional options are listed in the Appendix. Many combinations result in similar 
performance gains . High-demand halls not listed above include 6, 7, 9, 10, 14, 15, and 19 
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Mid-term Recom mendation: 5. Add fi refighters to improve response performance 

Example 1: 3-person Medic in Hall 4 improves ERF response 

Hall 4 - responding with 
Halls 3, 7, or 8 currently 
provides 14 members, 
requiring three ha lls to 
respond. 

G!hG,li 

' 6 

Map Is coloured based on total call volume ln each area - darker purp~ means more caUs. 

This illustrative example shows why adding a single person to Hall 4, one of the 
highest-performing recommendations, can have a tremendous improvement to ERF 
response. Hall 4 currently has a 2-person Medic and a 4-person Rescue engine. 
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Mid-term Recom mendation: 5. Add fi refighters to improve response performance 

Example 1: 3-person Medic in Hall 4 improves ERF response 

One new position at Hall 4 
allows~ halls to meet ERF 
target oflS 

ERF Improvement: 
0.4% (3 overgoal cal ls) 

Proposed 

' 6 

8.ased on 201 S•I 7 calls where 4 or more fire suppression apparatus responded. Assumes members are at hall available to respond. 
Map is coloured based on total call volume in each area - darker purp~ means more caUs. 

By changing the 2-person Medic to a 3-person medic, the 15 firefighter ERF assignment 
can be achieved from two halls responding rather than three. Removing the drivetime 
from that 3rd hall improves the expected city-wide ERF performance by 0.4%. 
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Mid-term Recommendation: 5. Add fi refighters to improve response performance 

Example 2: Full-time Medic 2 reduces extreme workload 

Convert crossover Med ic 2 to 
be fu lly staffed with 3 
firefighters to reduce 
responses from Hal ls l and 8. 

First-due improvement: 

0.5% (250 overgoal ca lls) 

ERF Improvement: 
(15 FF) 0.8% (5 overgoal calls) 
(26 FF) 2.3%* 
(39 FF) l.0%* 

Daily responses per crew in 
Hall 2 drop from 15 to 11 

"Availability" problems 

,..._. 
• Modelled probabilities.. Current actual moderate and high risk incidents do not have a full ERF" assigned to them and are not tracked separatety. 57 
Map bubbles show the number of overgoal cans where the root cause can be attnbuted to availabf 1ty. 

Another example, this time focusing on availability (busy) problems. Hall 2 is understaffed 
and relies on Hall 1 and 8 for many of its responses. Relieving this pressure means fewer 
incidents that require a further unit to respond. This would likely also have some 
cascading benefits to busy problems in zones 1 and 8 (not included in expected gain). 
Furthermore, it would go a long way to reducing staff workload and burnout issues, 
reducing the workload of each firefighter by over 25%. 
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Mid-term Recom mendation: 5. Add fi refighters to improve response performance 

Improved high-hazard ERF coverage {39 firefighters in 12 m 34s) 

ProbablU of Arrival 

0% 10096 

While there are still large areas of the city that are not well covered, we see substantial 
improvements in the downtown core and surrounding areas, with a slight overall 
coverage improvement across the city. 
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Mid-term Recom mendation: 5. Add fi refighters to improve response performance 

Improved moderate-hazard ERF coverage (26 firefighters in 10 m 24s) 

Probabili of Arrival 

0% 10096 

59 
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Mid-term Recommendation 

6. Develop station plans for long term 

Continue firehal l renewa l 
capita l p lan 

Incorporate growth 
forecasts 

Replace poorly located hal ls 

Sequence dependant on 
opportunity and timing of 
new developments 

' ' . ' 
' 
.. 

'O 6 

• 5 

' ' CD w,1 .. ,., Vancouver' 
W1'thAW 

.S...-AU04NHSV 

• 

Map shows green for good c:,erform-ance, red ror bad pe.rfonnance. Size or hex represents GJII volume. 
Optimal 2042 Hall Placements 

(see details in Appendix) 

Some moves may be triggered by business opportunities for the city. In particular, land 
around halls 6, 7 and 8 is valuable, and opportunities to replace standalone halls with 
storefronts facilities should be considered. 

The sequence and speed with which planned developments take place will have an impact 
on the optimum sequence of achieving this plan. This should be monitored and 
re-evaluated as opportunities come up and demand patterns change. 
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The long-term recommendations are about planning for hall locations. While we show 
one potential scenario, the goal of these plans is mainly to spark conversations. Adding or 
moving halls is not the main priority for VFRS at this time. However, understanding the 
general needs in this area is important as real estate opportunities and maintenance 
requirements come up. Specific decisions should be made on an individual basis as 
different City of Vancouver growth plans become reality and new demand trends emerge. 

Additional potential scenarios and optimizations were provided to VFRS in a web-based 
analytical software tool as part of this project. 

Photo credit: Harshil Shah, Qjckr c;om /photos /harshjlshah /149185]2522, Llcense: Attribution-NoDerivs 2.0 
Generic (CC BY-ND 2.0) 
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Long-term Hall Recommendations 

Hall 2 is ideally located, but too small 

It covers its service area 
well, but is severely lacking 
capacity 

Expand or rebu ild at or 
near current site 

,,-.. $1. !i 

,,.,._,SI i 
l A·-

~ WMtu••~-,,...~.. -.1..-.,.9 i 

_,, 
,:.,,...,., ' ,_ 

........ 
~~~ 

:,, .,..,.. 
IVU:W j f M0tJNI ! 

C!J ,;ia, A!i.tNT ~ ' f'.!l a b 

'-~..!-.. .... 11 Vancoo~er 6 ' i :A l ' I J' •~m.11, ,. ...- '-'1'11""" a t i t'I 
~ , ...M!"-- ,:_ ~ 

• 
Hexagon size= call demand. Colour = expected first-due performa~ 

Hall 2 is one of the busiest halls in Canada and is ideally located to se1ve it's high-demand 
zone. lf it had the capacity to seive all its' demand, it would be able to arrive at 94% of 
calls within the NFPA targets. Unfortunately, this is not the case, because demand far 
exceeds supply. While renovations at the current hall will allow 3 additional firefighters to 
be staffed there as per midterm recommendation #5, this will be very crowded 
accomodations, and the ideal scenario to se1ve the demand would likely require at least 
two more crews. VFRS should strongly consider any options to expand the existing 
facility, or build a new facility at or near the current site. 
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Long-term Hall Recommendations 

New hall needed near Cambie corridor 

Opportunity at Main 

& 46 St is a good location 

. 
! 

sourn 
CAWBIL 

1 l 

1
11 

1 
l~ ... . ,,., .... 

First-due performance 
gain expected: 
0.4% 

;;:I 

. 
f j 

j i 

> 

...... . 
! 

,. 
i 
l 

I 
! 

wHStl ' ..,., ... 'JICTJIUA 
JR"'Hf'Wlft,' • u,•,~t 

• 

Hexagon size= call demand. Colour = expected first-due performance 

The ldeaJ k>cation, at Camble & 41 Street, would offer 0.5%1 however, it Is unlikely that this land would become available. 

The need for a hall in the Cambie corridor is growing as development continues. 
However, this real estate is unlikely to be available. A location on Main street near 41 St. 
was being considered at the time of this report, and it appears to be almost as good. 
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Long-term Hall Recommendations 

Potential recommended state for Vancouver 2042 

Net 3 new ha lls 
(detai ls in Appendix) 

Net first-due performance gains in 

2021: 1.9% 

2028: 2.1% 

2042: 3.2% 

' 
9 0 

Vancouver' 

(E] -. Sbutft 
C4M8 1l 

' • 
OA~AIDU 

REN FRE 
(OLLH'lll~ 

C:-1\llft.l UIII 64 
Hexagon size= call demand. Colour = expected first-due performance 

The scenario shown here suggests relocating the existing Halls 8 and 1, adding two new 
halls downtown, and one at Main & 41st. This is only one of many potential scenarios, but 
is shown to give a sense of the kinds of opportunities that VFRS should explore when they 
come up. This should be re- evaluated when a concrete option is on the table. 
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Photo credit: flightlog, flickr.com /photos/flightlog/5939140444, License: Attribution 2.0 Generic (CC BY 2.0) 
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Immediate and Mid-term Recommendations 

Recommended Positions Summary 
# of Positions added 

Position Type 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 Total 

Firefighters 3(x5) S(xS) 4(x5) 4(x5) 4(x5) 100 
Hall2 2inHa&l4 1 1nHaM12 1 inHall9 Halts 

3 1nHafl 8 3fn Hal13 3jn Hall 17 

Prevention and Public Education Staff 2 2 2 2 2 10 

Community Outreach,. Inclusion, a nd Diversity 2 

Analytics Staff 2 3 

FTE Trainer 

Safety Officer (Health and Wellness) 1 (x4) 4 

Mental Health Professional {Health a nd 
Wellness) 

Accreditation Manager (Management) 

Total by Year 22 27 24 27 22 122 

In total, our recommendations create 122 new FTE positions over the course of 5 years. 
These recommendations are sequenced to address the most pressing needs first. 

One thing to note in this table, is that the previously used ratio of 5.5 FTEs per 24/7 /365 
firefighter position has been revised downwards to 5 FTEs for the time-being. VFRS feels 
that at the present point in time this level of staffing will be sufficient with good 
management. 
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Mid-term Recom m endations 

Performance Improvement Summary 
This view shows a conservative prediction: 
80% is a real istic first-due target when taking into 
account subjective and compounding effects 

73% 
71% 

66% 

8.0 

-1.0 
Demand TuJ"l'lOUt 
growth times 

2.0* 
Alarm 

handlfng 
time 

1.2 
New fire
fighters 

50%------------------ --------------------------------

80% 
76% 

-1.0 
Demand 
growth 

3.4 

Turnout 
dmes 

2015 2016 2011 First-due 2021 201s 2016 2017 ERF 

• AJarm handling for first due Is not mcluded ln basehne performance me(ric due to data .availablllty 

4.9 

1.2 
Newflre-

A.Larm fighters 
handllng 

time 

While we can point to this as a roadmap to achieving 76.2% performance in the next 4 
years, we recommend setting the realistic target above 80 %. 

84.5 

2021 

This waterfall improvement model uses conservative estimates for both improvements as 
well as call growth. 
It isolates specific causes for late arrivals, but does not take into consideration potential 
synergies and cascading effects such as: 

Reduced burnout can lead to faster turnout times, 
Reduced busy problems means that units who frequently cover into other zones 
are more likely to be available themselves, 
Improved coordination with BCEHS reducing scene times and response numbers 
Improved data collection may uncover that current performance is 
underreported due to radio issues and MDT usage. 
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Immediat e and Mid-term Recommendations 

Benchmarking Revised 
Based on t ota l recommended posit ions, using 2017 as the baseline 

Incidents per Operational Staff 
Now vs future 

VFRS 2017 

VFRS2023 

Edmonton 

Toronto 

Calgary 

Ottawa -

46.6 

45.3 

45 2 

Based on 100 additional FF added over 5 years, 
and a forecasted increase of 5,752 incidents 

Non-operational staff as percent of tota l 
Now vs fu tu re 

Toronto 

Edmonron 

Calgary 

Ottawa 

VFRS2023 

VFRS 2017 

15 2% 

14 2% 

13.0% 

11.1% 

10.0% 

8.5% 

Based on 122 addit ional positions added over 5 years 

Ultimately, increasing operational and non-operational staff by the proposed levels does 
not have a significant impact on VFRS in relation to its peers. Of the Canadian services we 
benchmarked, Vancouver remains at almost double the next closest city in terms of 
incidents per operational staff, and the lowest ratio of non-operational to operational 
staff. 
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APPENDIX 
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Demand Analysis 
Appendix 

71 
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Call Demand per Crew 
Mall 

14 

5 

1&2 

9 

ll 

13 

20 

4 

21 

6 

7 

3 

12 

17 

22 

15 

19 

10 

18 
111■ 

·t3--W 

id 
iH■ 

Annualized count of demand by crews (2015• l 7) 

1,399 

1,2lQ 

.. 

\ Each line represents an average 2 events per day 
for each crew 

Hall 1 and 2 are grouped together in this analysis because they serve the same demand for 
certain call types 
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lnterzone Overgoals - First Due 
Mall 

1&2 

5 

4 Ill 
8 IOI 
9 44 

14 4-il 
13 ;,~, 
17 #lM 
7 ICM 
3 ;.;. 20 --

21 -
15 -.rJia 
22 lllll 
& 11E111 

12 11111 
18 IEil 
10 ■s1 

19 ■ 39 

Annualized count of la Ee responses by out-of. zone crews. 

I 

~ Each line represents an average ofl late response per day due 
to an out of zone responder 

Hall 1 and 2 are grouped together in this analysis because they serve the same demand for 
certain call types 
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What is the cost of new demand? 

82% 0 

0 0 0 0 

0 80 0 0 
80% 8 0 00 0 

0 0 0 0 
0 

78% 
0 

0 
0 0 0 

a, .. 
0 0 

u . g 
Extra 5,200 Calls/Year equals C 76% o• 0 

0 0 0 
11) •o 0 0 0 1.11% performance drop E 0 oo 0 

oo 0 
7Lt% . • 

,2 0 0 •o 0 0 0 
0 O oO 0 

<ii 0 0 
.. ~ 

72% 0 0 0 
Q. 00 

0 
0 0 

0 

70% 

68% 0 
0 

650 700 750 800 850 900 950 1,000 1,050 1,100 1,150 1,2001,250 

Cal ls Per week 

Arst due 3 years (2015-20 17J. Turnout dmes have been capped at 1 OS seconds. 
Emergency calls only. 74 
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What is the cost of new demand? 

Calls Per 
Year 

2017 54,014 

2021 57,317 

2028 62,122 

2041 83,446 

Arst due. Tumour nmes have been capped at 10s .secoodS. 
Emergency Cillis only Analy5is based on3 years of data (2015-17) 

Expected Change 
Performance From 2017 

65.9% 

65.2% -0 .7% 

64.1% -l.7% 

59.6% -6.3% 
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Long Term Call Growth Forecast 
160k 

740~ 

120k 
OJ 
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Htgh 
This growth 
forecast is 
conservative. 

It should be 
2042 updated every 

Forecast couple of years. 

Low 

-r-r---

co 0 ~ ,.,, --t 
0 ~ 0 
N N 

Current For~cast . Call volume was assigned using compound annual growth formula at 4. to. and 25 years. The points in bctWcen were C'rittapolated using stralgtit line. 
Hlg~ "Grow for at l<>Wyr umll 2021 , men grow at rate of populanon. LOw ~call rate returns toa 2015 level by 2021 . 
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Resoonse Performance 
Appenclix 

77 
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Alarm Handling Times 

■ Dispatch only (mostly medical) 
■Ca l l taking+ Dispatch (mostly non-medical) 

14K 

12K 

10K 

GK 

41< 

2K 

NFPA target 90th 
(90%}: percentile: 

11111 11111~;:i.[:.. OK_ 
0 ~ ~ ~ ~ 2 i ~ ~ ~ s 1 ~ ~ m i i s ~ ~ g 

Alarm Handling Time 
2015-2017, priority 1•3 calls 

Note that the source of this data is from the CAD system and not the telephony system, 
and therefore not 100% accurate. 

"Call taking+ Dispatch (mostly non-medical)" is where incident type is not in the "F9A9" 
format from BCEHS. 
Alarm handling time = Unit dispatched time - EComm first record created 

One potential improvement could be to incorporate building risk information into the 
CAD system 
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Non-EHS Alarm Handling Times 
On cal ls that are not Combined Response 

4 \)'X, 

NFPA 
t arget 90th 

,soo (90%): percentile: 
64sec 9Ssec 

!000 

j",00 NFPA 
, target 95th jj 

(95%): percentile: · .Jnnn ;:; 
106 sec 118 sec 

1rr 11J 

lfllJLI 

500 __ .I 1111 11 ■ 10 ·1 :-, l flll 

Sf!<:4:nd!. 

2015-2017, prk>rity 1•3 calls whe-re Record created time~ transferred to dispatch, and rype not F9A9 format from BCEHS 
Alann handling time-=- fir-st unit dispatched - EComm first record created 

"" 
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Increasing turnout times 
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Turnout is overshadowing all other reasons for 
late arrivals 

Overgoal cal ls by Reason 
10,000 

9,000 

8,000 

7.000 

b,OUO 

5,000 

4,000 

3,000 

2,000 

1.000 

2015 

-ASsi9nr,1enr -Susy 

- D1 iv1ng -Turnout 

2016 2017 

- Distance-

-Unknown/ Dat,:t lSSUt:' 
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Appendix - Response Performance 
Definitions 

First Due: 
First unit should arrive on scene to an emergency call w ithin 6m24s of it being answered, 90% of the 
t ime. 

Key metric for all call types, especially medical calls. 

ERF: 
Effective Response Force is the m inimum team of fi refighters to effectively fight a structure f ire. 

Low hazard: 
15 fi refighters w ithin 10m24s on low hazard fi res, 90% of the time. 

Moderate hazard: 
26 fi refighters w ithin 10m24s for high hazards, 90% of the t ime. 

High hazard: 
39 fi refighters w ithin 12m34s for high hazards, 90% of the time. 

VFRS does not current ly t rack this, so we approximate performance using the 4th arriving fi re 
suppression unit 
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First Due Performance by Units Available 

u 
j lS,000 

1~000 I 
Units Available 

First on Scene. calls and performance. Emerg~cy calls only. Number of units available considers atl apparatus exc~pt for Cars. 83 
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ERF Performance vs Units Available 
""' 

"'· 
"'" 
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Units Availab le " 
~How many suppression units were available (oot on a call already). !ml; What was pe.rformance? ~ How many events were there? 
For emergency fire calls. Exdudes ulls with less than the specified number of apparatus. Only lndudes suppression units. 201 S-2017 (3 years) 
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3.5sec 1% performance gain 

14,f)i)(\ 

111,1100 

0,000 

&.000 

4,000 

0 

VFRS 
Target 

3.5 second reduction 
= I% performance improvement 

ooooooaooo-ca~oocoo-cogo~ao-~~~-aoco-o~-2c N~•n~~~•!=a~~~~~~!~=~=1=,~-~-~=Rs~~=~1-, 
5c:co,1ds 

First on scene, All Call Typos. 3 years (2015•2017). 
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ERF Response Times 
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ERF Performance Improvements 

100.0% 

90.0% 

80.0% 

70.0% 

60.0% 

SO.m'i 

40.0% 

30.0% 

20.0% 

10.0% 

0.0% 

Performance Increase For First 14 Increments 
of Reduced Response time 

Performance increases 0 .98% per 25s 

1 2 3 /4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 
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What if we do nothing? 

History shows first-due performance drops by ~1% for every add itional 5,000 
incidents/year, which at the current growth rate happens every 5 years. 

70% 

(I) 68% 

g 66% 

ro 64% 

~ 62% 
0 
't:: 60% 
(I) 
a. 58% 

~ 56% 

~ 54% 

0. 52% 
X 
W 50% 

2015 

' , 2021 

' ' ,_ 

2020 

--

2025 2030 

Year 

2035 

Best Case 

2042 
Base Case 

- Worst Case 

2040 2045 

First duo. 3 years (20IS-.2017). Turnout times have boon capped at I 05 s,conds. Eml!f'geflcy calls only 

Current Forecast - Call volume was assigned using compound annual growth fommla at 
4, 10, and 25 years. The points in between were extrapolated using straight line. 
Worst Case= 10% annual growth until 2021, then grow at rate of population growth.~ 
~ = Call rate returns to a 2015 level by 2021. 
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Measure performance to NFPA standards 

In the short -term, this st andard is very aggressive. 

Set reasonable, achievable t argets for next 4 years: 

► Raise overall first -due performance from 66% to 80% 

► Raise overall low-risk ERF performance from 76% to 84-5% 

► Reduce 90th-percent ile turnout t imes to 105s (vs 80s) 

Adopting the standard allows benchmarking against peers. 

Clearly-defined KPls and baselines must be communicated effectively to t hose 
accountable. 

These recommendations are in line with peer benchmarks. Toronto, for instance, has also 
set 105s as an interim turnout target. 
Achieving 90% performance may not be achievable in the short term, but an interim 
target of 80- 85% is reasonable, given the potential improvements to turnout times, alarm 
handling times, and staffing. 
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Benchmarking 
Appendix 

90 
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Broad Benchmarks 45 Cities 
Populat ion 
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Fire & EMS combined service 

Fire only service 

■ Canadian Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort -2016 data 
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Broad Benchmarks 

14 cities, Fire-only services 

Toronto 

Edmonu.m 

Denver 

80;:ton 

LOUIS'\111~ 

Fre :;;nc, -

Sorrcy -

Rale!gh -

':,00,00l:i 1,IJ(IO.OOC 1 .SCO,OOG 2.000.000 2,:5-0J,0011 -3.000 000 

Toronto 

Den<1er 

Ok-lohomo: Gr,+ 

3osoon 

Vnncou..-er 

C.igary 

Edmonton 

Fresno 

R,,teigh 

l oui;vllle 

Incident Volume 

US Fire only service 

■ Canadian Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort -2016 data 

.2.coon .toooti onoot aoooo 10000'3 1.20000 unooo 
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Broad Benchmarks 

14 cities, Fire-only services 
Incident volume and density 

Incidents per 1,000 residents 

Oklchcrr," ··· 

Voncouvo-

Fresno 

LOUISVIiie. 

f.dmonton 

Cdgory 

"Toronto 

Mi~1,1,,n,g.o 

Ottawa -

35 70 175 

Incidents per km2 
Boston 

\foncouvcr 

Montreol 

Oen11er 

Toronto 

Fresno 

Rale<gi -

M ississru.g,, -

Edmonton -

Cilgary -

Oklahoma .... 

Loui ;\Jllle ■ 

Ott:,,".., I 
200 

US Fire only service 

■ Canadian Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort -2016 data 

300 93 
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Broad Benchmarks 

14 cities - Fire-only services 
Hall Coverage and Busyness 

Km2 per Hall (Hall Coverage) 

Onawa 

Okl.t;oma ... 

Raleigh 

rresno -

Oen11er -

Surrey -

forOl'ltO -

Vaincauve< -

Montreie1I -

Bo:;:,:,n ■ 

10 20 30 50 oO 

Vancou\,er 

Denver 

0 1. lohomc,., 

80tl01"1 

Morltl'eal 

H"esnc 

Incidents per Hall (Hall Busyness) 

=========-

US Fire only service 

■ Canadian fire only service 

benchmarking cohort -2016 data 

500 O<lO 1500 2000 1500 300~ 94 
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Broad Benchmarks 

14 cities - Fire-only services 
Operating Budget 

Cost per Incident 

Ot1:a1,va 

Cilg>r, 

Edmcntc.n 

Mississauga, 

Toronto 

Bo~n 

MoritreJI 

01:"le,horno Cicy 

LOUIW !l!C: 

8-oston 

OHc:iiomoOty 

Oc,,'.'cr 

Co!gery 

Edmon10r 

Montrctil 

O« ONO 

Ro!eigh 

F're.1r,c, 

Cost per Resident 

US Fire only service 
Frc , no l on,11to 

■ Canadian Fire only service 
llole1gt, V ll rte:OU \ te,r 

Vllnc:euver Mis!Sisscugp benchmarking cohort -2016 data 

Oenver l cu1;-,.,11le 

Surr~ Surrey 

I · $I.ODO 12,000 B ,Of/0 54 000 SS,000 $6.000 s- sso 'It uo ii sr ,2(1() 12so s3oc, B50 

All US departments operating budgets have been adjusted to CAD (using an avg 2016 1,245 
Canadian dollar) 
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Broad Benchmarks 

Boston Comparison 
Boston Fire Department w as identified as being a close comparable to Vancouver Fire 
Rescue Service ■ VFRS ■ BFD 

Population Density 

5501 

5491 

Hall Coverage 

Boston Fire Department (BFD) 
Service: Fire-only 
Population: 687,584 
Land Area: 125 km2 
Density: 5,501 
Call Volume: 85,508 
Halls: 34 
km2/Hall: 3.7 

Incidents per 1,000 residents Cost per Resident 

1244 

Incidents per Hall Cost per Incident 

3342 

2515 $1,791 

Operating Budget: $220,990,371 USO 
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Cohort Benchmarks 
Profiles 

Covemance and Administration Service 

Accreditation CoV't Poficy Mutual Aid Provide service 
Status statement •greements to contract area Level Stitffing Ceotype 

Vancouver Registered N y y Fire Career Urban 

Edmonton AcCl'edited y y y Fire Career Urban 

Toronto Applicant - 2018 N y N Fire Career Urban 
goal to achieve 

Calgary AcCl'edited y y y Fire Career Urban 

Ottawa Accredited -2019 y y y Rre Career / Urban/ 
re newal Volunteer Rural 

San Diego No, not pursuing y y N Fire& EMS Career Urban 

Seattle No, not pursuing N y N Fire& EMS Career Urban 

All US departments operating budgets have been adjusted to CAD (using an avg 2016 1,245 
Canadian dollar) 
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Cohort Benchmarks 

Population Density 
Population Density 

Vancouver 

Toronto 

Seattle 

SanOiego 

Calgary 

fdmomon 

Onawa 1337 

3,289 

4,453 

5 373 

Daytime Population Density 

Vancouver 

loromo 

5earrle 

Edrnomon 

Sar>Diego -

Calgary 

Ottawa 

6 157 

4 754 

■ Fire & EMS combined service 

■ Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort -2017 data 
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Cohort Benchmarks 

Population and Incidents 
Incidents 

San Diego 

Toronto 

Seatde 

Varicouver 66847 

Colg•ry 

Edmomon 

Oct.w.i ll 

157,820 

122.088 

Incidents per 1,000 residents 

Sea,de 

,1lmon1on 

Calgory 

Toronto -~,.~-

,~.94 

117.86 

■ Fire & EMS combined service 

■ Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort - 2017 data 
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Cohort Benchmarks 

Coverage and Busyness 
k.m2 per Hall (coverage) 

Ouawa 

Edmomoo, 

Calgary 

san □1ego

Toronro ■ 

Vancouver ■ 

Seattle ■ 

62 1 

Incidents per Hall [busyness) 

Vancouver 

San Diego 

Seatde 

Edmonton 1,657 

Calgary 

Toronto 1.471 

Ottawa■ 

3,34? 

;'788 

3,13':l 

■ Fire & EMS combined service 

■ Fire only service 

be nchmarking cohort - 2017 data 
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Cohort Benchmarks 

Costs 
Operating Budget (in t housands) 

Toronto 

San o ,ego 

Seanle 

Calgary 

Edmomon 

Ouawa 
Va,,couver -

30i 

As a % of City Budget 

Seattle 

Calgary 

ToroNo 

Varcouver 

' 

Edmonton 

Ot13WE -
San Diego 

170% 

134% 

10.9% 

9.0¾ 

■ Fire & EMS combined service 

■ Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort - 2017 data 
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Cohort Benchmarks 

Costs 
Cost per Resident 

~341 

Edmonton '>221 

Sa n Diego 

Calgary Sl'll 

$169 

Vc1nrouve, $168 

Toronto $156 

Cost per Incident 

Ottawa 

Edmonton 

Calgary 

Toronto 

Seattle 

Sa.,Diego 

Vancouve, -

$6,624 

$4,1 49 

S4000 

S3 601 

■ Fire & EMS combined service 

■ Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort - 2017 daca 
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Response Performance 
First Un it on Scene - Call Processing 

1:04 target 
NFPA1710 
-------------------------------------.------

Toromo 

90th percentile times 

VFRS - non EHS alarm handling times 

San Diego 

1·05 

Edmonton 

1 37 

Vancouver Calgary 

benchmarking cohort - 2017 data 
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Response Performance 
First Un it on Scene - Turnout 

l:20 target 
NFPA1710 

l.07 

San Diego 

90th percentile times 

1 49 

Ed monton 

LJJJ 

1 57 

Calgary Toronto Vancouver 

benchmarking cohort - 2017 data 
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Response Performance 
First Un it on Scene - Travel 

4:00target 
NFPA1710 

Vancouver 

90th percentile times 

5:02 

Toronto 

5·04 

Edmonton Calgary 

10:03 

San Diego 

benchmarking cohort• 2017 data 
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Response Performance 
First Un it on Scene - Tota l Response Time 

6:24target 
NFPA1'710 -----
------- 7:03 

Toronto 
90th percentile times 

7:55 

Vancouver Calgary 

8·57 

Edn,oncon 

11:32 

San Diego 

benchmarking cohort• 2017 data 
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Response Performance 
First Un it on Scene - Effective Response Force (ERF) 
4suppression units/16 FF 

10:24 tat get 
NFPA1710 --------------------------

•J.Cl'l:t'I 

Edmonton 
90th percentile times 

0:10.l'I 

Toronto 

ll 33 

Vancouver San Diego 

013,11 

Calgary 
benchmarking cohort -2017 data 
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Fire Incidents 
VFRS has a high number of fire events compared to peers. 

Sear1le 

Vancouver 

Ottawa 

Toronto 

Edmonton 

Fire Incidents with alarms 
per 1,000 residents 

11.0 

s~"Diego

Calgary -

San Diego 

Vancouver 

Ott awa 

£drnomon 

Seartle 

Fire Incidents without alarms 
per 1,000 residents 

Toro1110 -

Calgary -

■ Fire & EMS combined service 

■ Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort - 2017 data 
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Fire Incidents 
By operations staff 

Searde 

Vancouver 

Ottawa 

Toronto 

Sa n Diego 

Edmonton 

Calgary 

Fire Incidents with alarms 
per ops staff 

I 8.7 

S~nDiego 

Ottawa 

Vancouver 

tdmomon 

Seattle 

Fire Incidents without alarms 
per ops staff 

l oromo 

Calg•ry • 

■ Fire & EMS combined service 

■ Fire only service 

be nchmarking cohort• 2017 data 
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Medical Incidents 

2017 Medical Incidents 

San Diego 

Toronto 61,511 

Voncower 

Edrnomon 

Calgary -

Ottawa 1 4, 110 

124,.\87 

Medical as a % of total 

Calgary 42% 

Octawa -
■ Fire & EMS combined service 

■ Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort -2017 data 
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Looking at only medical incidents, again VFRS deals with a high volume for a Fire-only 
service and it's population. Looking more like an Fire- EMS combined service. 
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Medical Incidents 

Medical Incidents per 1,000 Residents Medical Incidents per Operations Staff 

Seattle 

San Diego 

Vancower-

Edmonron 

Toronto . 

Calgary . 

Onac;; 14.4 

11 1 3 

93. 1 

66.0 

San 0,ego 

Seattle 

V,::rncouver 

Edmoeton 

Toronto ■ 

Calgary ■ 

O!ia"'3 1 4.8 

ll tl-1 

SG.8 

■ Fire & EMS combined service 

■ Fire only service 

benchmarking cohort• 2017 data 
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Rescue and Special Operations 
Prog rams 

High /Low Structural Trench Swift Adv. Vehicle Wlldland-Urb 
Confine Angle Rope Collapse Collapse Water & Mil<:hlnery Marine Aira'aft Elevator an Interface 

HAZMAT dSpioce l!HCUe Qescue Qescue RY.cue Extrication Ar...cue Rescue Qe,JCU• firefighting 

V• ncouwr y y y y y N y y N y y 

,dmonton y y y y y y y n/a nla n/a y 

Toronto y y y y y y y y y y N 

Calgary y y y y y y y nla n/a y N 

Ottawa y y y y y y y n/a N y y 

s.no~ y y y y y y y y y y y 

s-ttle y y y y y N y y y y y 
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Fire Prevention & Public Education 
Prog rams 

Fr•e F,..... 
Older adult Fire diofflbutlon Installation Momefire 

Horneflre wildfire firttsafety Prevention of home of home sprinkler 
School fire e.prlnkler Home CPQ safety program- Week smoke smoke Information 

safety education safety visits instruction p rogr11m Seniors actMtiH etanns •larms at events 

Vancouver y N y y N y y y y N 

Edmonton y N N N N y y y y N 

Toronto y y y N N y y y y y 

Cal~ry y N y N y y y y y y 

Ottawa y N y N y y y y y y 

San Diego y N N N y N y N N N 

s-ttle y y N y N y y y y y 

113 

Edmonton reported a variety of other practices and events that they execute 
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Fire Prevention & Public Education 
Prevention Stats 

Prevention staff As 'II, of total staff Certified Inspectors Fire Incidents/ 1,000 • avg 2015-2017 
(p<1n of prevention staff total) (not Ind, alarms) 

Toronto 202 6.9% 159 1.2 

Ottawa 74 3.7% Not provided 3.4 

Seattle 57 5.7% Not provided 3.0 

Edmonton 44 3.5% Not provided 3.4 

Vancouver 23 2.8% 12 3.7 

Calgary Not provided Not provided 31 1.1 

San Diego is not included as it has a separate inspections bureau 
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Staffing 

Total Stlrl'f Total Ops Stoff Minimum std per shift Shift Schedule 

Vancouw, 819 749 137 
4sMls (2d/2n). 4 off. 
Oays-lOh rs. N ights-14hrs 

4sMts (2d/2n). 2off. 
,dmonton 1264 1085 217 4sh;lls (2d/2n~ 6 off. 

Oays-l0hts. Nights-14hrs 

Toronto 3174 2693 633 24hr shifts 

Calg;,ry 1516 1316 246 
4 sh;lls (2d/2n). 4 off. 
Oays-lOh rs. N ights-14hrs 

Ottawa 1532 
860 career 

261 
24hr shcfts 

562POC 4week fOtation 

San Diego 1300 1090 

Seattle 1065 915 211 
24hr on, 2 off 
24hr on, 4 off 
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Human Resources 
Physica l Health 

f"rtnes:: & Hfflth Assocloted with ll of physlcah: f"itness lnf&CtJon control Upo,.ure control 
Program WC documented in 2017 aSAS.Sment prognam program 

V•ncouver N N Initial survey - 39 Optional y y 
(union-1349} 

Edmonton y y 600 Optional y y 

Toronto N N 101 N y y 

Ottawa y y y y 

San Diego y N y y 

S.ettl« N N y y 

C.lgary No d ata provided 
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Human Resources 
Behaviora l and Mental Health 

All of the Canadian services in the cohort are increasing mental healt h resiliency and 
literacy. 

► Vancouver has started t o implement t he Resilient Minds p rogram. 
► The other services are implementing the Road to Mental Readiness {R2M R) 

program. 
► R2MR is currently being implemented in all but Ottawa, who are awaiting 

funding. 

Seattle and San Diego have a c ritical incident st ress management program in p lace. 
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Dispatch 

Dispatch Cost per Incident Dispatch Cost per Resident 

Toromo S8b 21 V.mcower 

Vancouver $6', 11 Toronto $3.7'i 

benchmarking cohort • 2017 data 
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Training 

Management and staff view training to be the bare minimum and are open to new 
delivery methods t o increase proficiency in all areas of operation. 

Compared to its Canadian peers, VFRS staff respond to the most incident s, have the 
most injuries, and the fewest t rainers. 

Staff busyness is suspect in debilitat ing t raining - people just haven't had the time. 

VFRS has a h igh lost t ime injuries rate. 

Operations staff per t raining officer was highest amongst the cohort - train ing staff is 
busy as well. 
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HR & Training 
Lost t ime injuries from 2015-2017 

Avg lost time injuries per 100 Ops Staff 

/.25 

f-dmon:ori 6.89 

benchmarking cohort - 2017 data 
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Training 
Staff growth and new recru its 

Operations staff change over 3 years 2017 New Recruits as % of total ops staff 

Calg• ,y 48% Calg«y 

Edmonton Seattie- 5.1% 

Vancouver■ Vancouver S.1% 

Seatl!e I 0.7% Edmo11ton 

TO<OOtO 0.0% Tc ronco 3.8% 

-5.2% ou:awa 

benchmarking cohort• 2017 data 
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Culture 
Appendix 

122 
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Working with stakeholders and partners 
Generally speaking most stakeholders and partners want to work more closely and 
effect ively with VFRS 

Most city department s wou ld like to have a closer more integrated p lanning process 
with VFRS 

VFRS re lationship with BCEHS is effect ive on t he scene but is not seen as being 
efficient and effect ive from a strategic perspective 

Additional specific ideas regarding BCEHS: 
• Update and formalize response agreements as well as performance standards to 

be monitored. 
• Conditional response of units based on capability and proximity to calls should be 

explored as part of improvements to dispatching and the CAD system. 
• Engage staff in determining options for health delivery and in working with EHS 

to determine practice. 
• Rationalize the use of Fire resources with the EMALB and EHS Medical oversight 
• Develop new cross training based on determination of roles 
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Cultural Diversity 
Cont inue and expand efforts t o attract a diverse workforce. 

Explore opport unities to learn from other fi re depart ments as well as part ners such as 
Vancouver Police. 

Cu lture is perceived to be improving significantly in the last year, particu larly t hrough 
increased commun ication and engagement. 

Build on VFRS strengths such as community engagement, sense of pride, ment orship, 
teamwork, values. 

The cult ure towards physical health such as healthy (nut rit ional) eating, physical 
exercise including sports is posit ive 

Re-inst ituting sports int o t he Fire Halls has significant ly helped w ith teamwork, 
camaraderie, physical and mental healt h 

Recent community engagement has been effective in improving VFRS's reputation. 
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Analytics Capability 
Periodic updates in call forecast -- our forecast is conservative 

Improve data quality 

► Getting better t imest amps from Ecomm 
► Coord inat ion of Information with BCEHS 
► Creation of except ion and aud it report ing for performance measures and 

standard metrics. 

Initiate call processing review process in order t o monitor performance and 
accommodat e continuous improvement. In itial areas of focus should include: 

► Alarm calls 
► ERF det e rm ination 
► Active Fires 
► Life t h reaten ing incidents. 

VFRS needs to continue shifting towards analysis and decision making that is based 
on data analytics and evidence 
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CPSE Accreditation 
Appendix 

126 
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Pursue CPSE Accreditation 
Resources 

https: // cpse.org I 

htt.ps: //www.nfpa.org I 
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Pursue CPSE Accreditation 
Benefits 

Effective improvements through the use of peer reviewed factual data. 

Creates a mechanism for developing concurrent documents to include strategic and program action plans 

Facilitates improved strategic and business planning. 

Opportunity to improve employee engagement. 

Promotes excellence within the Service and improves abil ities to recognize and better understand potential 
risks and hazards 

Using evidence based information will elicit greater trust and understanding from elected officials and 
administrators. 

Demonstrates that the service is committed to continuous improvement. 

Creates methods or systems for addressing deficiencies while building organizational success 

Opportunity to improve fire insurance ratings through recognized standards. 

Creates methods or systems for addressing deficiencies while building organizational success 

Encouraging professional growth in addition to its personnel involved in the self-assessment process 

Promotes excellence within the Service and improves abil ities to recognize and better understand potential 
risks and hazards 

Challenges: 
• Time and Labour - its an intensive difficult process 
• Costs - Ext ra t ime, annual fees, t raining, textbooks, external analysis, etc 
• Requires buy-in from members at all levels 
• Skepticism with the concept and process. 
• Potential disappointment in peer analysis - often difficult to hear that we are not 

doing as well as we think we are 
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Mid-term Recommendation #5: 
Add 20 firefighters 
Appendix 

129 
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Mid-term Recom mendation: 5. Add fi refighters to improve response performance 

Example 3: Full-time Medic 8 targets ERF availability 

Staffing Medic 8 has a more 
modest effect on first-due, 
but greater ERF benefits. 

First-due improvement: 
0.2% (700 overgoal calls) 

ERF Improvement: 
(15 FF) 1.0% (7 overgoal ca lls) 
(26 FF) 3.3%* 
(39 FF) 5.2%* 

Dai ly responses per crew in 
Hall 8 drop from 8 to 6 

, "ERF Availability" problems 

v' 

_.,.., ~-~ ..... 
,....., 1' ~ -- .. --

U'I--IIV Lll 
5 lAH[;I ... ..,_ 

i _.,. .. 
• Modelled probabilities.. Current actual moderate and h igh risk mcidents: do not have a full EAF" assigned to them and are not tracked separately 

Hall 8 is frequently responding to calls outside of its zone, mostly being pulled into the 
Hall 2 zone. 
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Mid-term Recom mendation: 5. Add firefighters to improve response performance 

Optimal staff additions for Low-Hazard ERF 

_.., 

One Sbr 
4.12.12.19,19,19 

4 4,4/12. 12.17, 17, 17 
_.,. 

0.4% 2.1 . 2.a 8,8,8, 17,17, 17 

lS 
Two 
0.6% 

4.12/19(21 4,4112,12,19,19,19, 19 
Seven 
/ Eight 4,4, 12. 15, 15, 17, 17, 17 

4,4/12,12 2.4 - 2.6'16 2.2.2.2,4, 17, I 7, 17 
Three 10/19, 10/19, 19 8,8,8,15, 15,17, 17,17 '""' I.0 • l.1'16 8,8,8 

17,17,17 
8,8,8, 17, 17, 17, 10'19, 10/19, 19 "'" Nine 

3.0'l6 
3,3,3,8,8,8.17, 17, 17 

Four 
4,17,17,17 4,8,8,8, 12,12,19,19,19 .. 

1.3 - 1.4% 
4, 10119, 10119, 19 
4,8,8,8 

Ten 4.4, 12, 17, 17, 17, 19, 19, 19. 19 , .. 
4, 17, 17, 17, 1211 'l/21 I Eleven 

4.4,8,8,8, 12, I 5, 15, 17, 17, 17 
4,4/ 12,12,15,1 5 3.4 • 3.5% 4,4,9.12, 17,17, 17,19,19, 19,19 0£< 

Rve 4,19,19,19,19 
1.6'!1 2.2,2.2.4 

0.0, 
4,20,20,20,20 Twelve 4.4, 12, 15, 15, 17, 17, 17, 19.19, 19, 19 
8,8,8,1 5,1 5 4.0'l6 

Ba~d on 201 S• 17 caUs where 15 or more members responded. Assumes members ,:;re at hall JVailJJble to respond. 
Note: only a selecoon of best opoons ls shown. Comp-ilrable c1lternatlve.s are c1vallable In the Appendix. 

Improvem ent ror Low-Hazard ERF (15 FF) 

. 
th!# pos oonsc:reuto 
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Low Hazard ERF Optimization Options 
l·llilli?1r,1;"I' 

JO i,41,t 4,4.J2,1T,17117119;!9, 19,19 
1 
]. 

2 
2 

2 

2 
2 
3 

3 
3 

3 
3 

3 
3 

3 
d 

4 
4 
4 

4 
4 
4 
~ 

4 

0.39% 4 1.61% 4,l2.17,17,17 2.3a14 ,i1,12.1z.,1g,19,.u,.19 8 2.SS" l,l,l,U;8,1HS 
.1,61% G,1717,171.l.9 l J~ 4,4iJl.U,19,19119 8 255" l ,3,-3,8.8.8.JS,lS 10 l.28~ 2,2.2.2.◄.4,Ll,17,11,17 

0 .59%4,12 2.2n. 4,8.;1,8,17,17,17 8 2,S.4" 3,31l,lS,lS,17t17,l7 II 1.4~ .:-,,a,a,8jU,\:i,tS,t),t7,i7 

O.S9% 4,19 1.61% 4,17,17,H,21 -, 7..lff. l,U,2,4,4,H 11 3.4m 4,4.9.12,17,11.l7,U,t9.l9,19 • 2..S-dK 3,J,"l,8,S,i.l8,2J 

0.59%4,21 s 1.b0% 4,4,12,15,lS 7 2,26'1t 2.2.1,2,4,12,12 II 3.4~ l,U.4,4, 12.li,U,17,17,\7 
5 1.60% 4.12.12, IS. IS 1 2.2.S% 8,8,1,12,11,17,17 8 2,5$ l,3,3,8,11,8,21,21 

12 1.9~ a,,.12.1s,.1.S.11.1,.11.1,.19.l.9,19 
0.54% 15,15 • ,l,)~ :5,-',.5,lf,17,11,lb",ll 

1.60% 4,J.9, 19,19,19 1 ,?.2.Sft 8,8,$,17,11..17:i l!l 12 3,83"" 2.2.,2,l~,4,12)S,l.5;l7.11,J7 
0.53% 18.ll 2..2s,. s,s.a:.11,11,11,21 8 2.5~ 3,3,.3,17,17,17,21.,2.1 

12 3, 1~ .s • .i 8,8.8'U.1S.lS,\S,17, \ ?,t 7 

O,S3%21,Jl 
J.S9~ 2.,2,2,2,4 

1 ,14lo l ,U,4,1 7,17, 17 ~ 2,5°" 3,3,3,11.19,19,19,19 12 l ,77" 3,1,J,4;4,8,8,&12117,17117 
159% 4,20,20,20,20 1,211< 3,3,M,U,U 8 2..s<M l,3.,l.;19119,19119, 19 l2 l ~ l:. l.i,4,d,U,l\1L<;, 1?,l'r,l?.J"? 

1.06% 4,4,12 l.S8% 8,8,3.15, lS 2JI~ 3,3,1,8,8.f.l') 8 2,5(11' 3.3,3,10,10,15,15,19 12 1,15"- 1,1,1,4,4,818,s,u,11,.1..,,1, 
1.06%4.ll.12 1.56,. l S,15,17,17,1.7 1.21" 3.3.>.8,8 . .S.21 8 'l S"'-' 1.~, l,l(\lS.l~.10.10 12 3 ,7SX. l,1,1,4,4,J:2..U~l-S,ts:,l 1,17,11 

1.03%8,8,8 LS6% 8,8,!,18,21 
l.20,t 3,3,),.t,l0,l0,19 8 2 ,Sll!I 3,3,.3,lS,lS,19,19,ll H 4.2~ 4A,12,U,1S,15,17,17,17,19,l.9,J.9,l.t 

1.02% 17,17,17 t.16% 8,8,8,21,Zl 
2.2°" 3,3.J.4.10,19,19 • .),04>', 8.,6,8,J 0,10,17,f',17,19 u 4,14',lj Z,2,2,2A4,ll,l5,15.U,17,17,J7 
2,ZO,. 3, 3,J,4, 19.19,19 

9 3 ,043' 8,8,8,10,17,17,17,19,19 14 4.3"ll, 4.41l,H,ll,l7,17,17,11S.18,1S.19,1U9 
0.98% 10,10,19 1.SS¾ 17, 17117,18,21 7 1-1.9f. 3,l..J.l.2,ll.17. ll 

9 3.114% 8,8,8,17,17,17.19,19,19 14 43~ 414,9,12i,IS.,15, l.S,17117, l7.19~l9,19,l9 
0.98% 10,19,19 1.55% 17,17,17,2 1,Jl 7 2.1,,,. 3,3,J.17.17,17,19 

9 3,033' 3,l,l,8,8,8,17.17,17 14 43 t,._ 3,:U,4,4,8::.8.8.12..15,15117.,l 7,l7 
1 l Hl•~ l , U, t1 t11J7,.lt 

0.98% 19,19,19 l.Sl,. 3,3,3,lS,15 
1 2.18,ii 3,3,),19,l.9,J9,1' • 3.0ll' 3,3,l,8,S.8,17,17,17 14 4.~ 4,4,ll,1l,1511511S,17,17;17,l!i,l9,1'119 

0.97% 3,3,3 5 1.50% 3.3.3.18,ll .. !:I ¢7C ,., 4,U; IC'.;IC:, 1-'?.t?'117 9 101~ 4,&,8.3.P.12. 19. 19119 1 4 4,3o,i;_ 4,4, 12 ,1 S,1 S, 151 17 , l 7 ,17 J. 9, 19-.19, 19,2.0 

1.50% 3,3,l,21,11 8 l ,6l$c 2,2.1,2.4, 17,11,17 g 2,99l' l,3, l ,4,l2,!2,19,l9,l9 14 A,2-9'fl 1tl,},4 ,4,8,8,8,U11J'1S,171l71)7 
t 41% d,17,17,17 , . 4~ 3,4.4.12.15,15,1S.l 1.17~17,19,l9,19 1.9 

6 2,169'. 4,12-,1 2,19,19,19 • 1601'-S:.8..1,lS,H.17.11.17 • 2.993' 3,1,3,8, 8,8,10;10,.19 
1.l7% 4,10,10,19 8 2.sa• 8~8,,U7J7.17,U.11 9 2.993' 3,3,3,8,8,8,J0,19,19 

H 4.2~ 4,Ul~S,J.S,17,.17,17118,19,lS.19, 1, 12l 

1 .37% 4,10,19,19 
6 2.08% 4,4,12,17,17,17 H ot,:;t81f, 4,◄,12,l\,l-5,11, 17,li',l.9,l()f l~,.1!),ll,l.J • ! ~ ~.~.3.H.17.17.11.11 • 2.~ 3,;},3,8,8,8,1.')11,,lS 6 2.08% 4,12,1 2,17,17,17 8 '2.S.S,. 212,l.l.4,10,10,1.9 14 4.27t(j l jl;li,l,313 14;1\.,12,U;l..51t?, 17117 

1 ,)7% 4 ,1..9,19,19 9 2,991' l,3,l,8,8.8,10.10,l' 
6 2.05% 8,8,!, 17,17,17 8 2.58" 2.lJ')',A,J0.19,.1! 16 4 ,,l'6 ?.Z.la,Z,4,4,10,lQ, lZ,-U,U,l-5, 17,t7,L7,1' 

1.25% 4,8,S.8 6 2.01% 3,3,3,8,8,8 8 1.5g"° l,2,:U,4.19,19,J.9 • 2 ,,-9,. 3,3.3,3 . .&,"3,JO,l,,l, 16 4.9~ 2,2,2.2,4,4,l 0 ,12,l-S,15,t ;,11117,17,19,19 

1.22% 3,3,3,4 8 l.SU ~.8,Ul,19,19,19,19 • ?,993' l ,l ,l,8,S.8,J9,l9,1S 16 4,9~ 2,t.2,2,4,4,10,l0, U.1S.1),lS,17,17J7,19 
2.0°"" "'3_,l,l,17, 1 '1, l 7 

8 l:-.56'18,8.S,19J9, L9,U,19 9 2.98Jilo 3,3,3,10,10,17,17,17, 19 16 4.92'(. i ,~2,2,4,4,10,U,1.SilS,13,17, 17, 11,19,19 
L 17% 3,3,3112 6 1.96%3_,3,3, 10)10, 19 a 2.54~ 8,8,U0,10,15,11,19 9 2,98)' 3,3,3,10,17,17,17,19,19 
1 .17% 3 ,3 ,3,-19 ti 1.,$% 3..i,l.10,1Y, 14J 8 1~ a..s.s.to,1.s,1s,u,u 9 2.9~ 3,3,3, 17,17,17.l9,.19,)9 

L l 7% 3,3,3,ll 6 U6% 3,3,3,19,19,19 8 2..S6,r.: 8,8;t.1S,H,19,U..ul 9 2,94" • A.s,s.an.11.11,11 

Collection of gains and placement locations for each new firefighter positions. Note that 
there are a wide range of options to achieve similar or identical results. The results that 
were included in the primary recommendation are based on commonalities between 
different scenarios so as to maximize overall benefit to different metrics, as well as take 
advantage of existing resources. 
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Mid-term Recom mendation: 5. Add firefight ers to improve response performance 

Optimal staff additions for First-Due 
Improvement for First-Due 

First Due 
""Gain" 

:u:, 

lllre• 2.2.2 (Medic) 
0.4 • 0.61!1i 

Sox • 8,8,8 (Medic) 
0.5 -0.8% 

N,ne 
• 3,3,3 (Medic) 0.6 •1.0'lii 

Tt:irtee.n • s,s,s.s 
0.7 • 1.2% 

Seventeen 
+ 14.14,14,14 

0.9 - 1.4% 8 3 9 21 ,.. 

• Lower values represent pure. "Availability' problems. Higher valuM represe:nt "Tumout+Availabillty' problems, and can be achieved Ir Turnout dme targets are also rnrt 133 
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Mid-term Recom mendation: 5. Add firefighters to improve response performance 

Optimal staff additions for Moderate-Hazard ERF 
Improvement for Moderate-Hazard ERF (26 FF) 

10 ,.,..,_ 
One 18 
1.l'lli 

Two 716/8,71618 
2.4% 

Thre~ 7 /618,7/6/8,9118 
3.5'!6 

Five 4,4,7/ 6/8,7 /6/8,9/18 
S.2'11i 

Sc-ve.n 4.4.4.7/6/8,716/8, 12,9/18 
5.7% 

Eight 4.4,716/8,7/618,12,12, 151 
5.9% 17/20,9/18 . .,.. 

Based on covernge of structurM deemed as moderate hazard, assuming equal llkellhood of lnddent 134 
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Mid-term Recom mendation: 5. Add firefighters to improve response performance 

Optimal staff additions for High-Hazard ERF 
Improvement for High-Hazard ERF (39 FF) 

"''' 
lllf'll,Galn 

Ono 
8 

0.1'11> 

Two 8. 418112 
0.3'!6 

Thn,e 
8, 4/8112, 4'8/12 

1.6'!6 

Four 21on1&,6ma,a,a 
S.6'4. 

Rve 3 ,8,7/8,7/8,7 
5.7'!6 

Slx 2,4,4,712,718,718 
6.S'!li 00 

Based on coverage of struct\JrM deemed as high hazard, a:ssurning ~qual likellhood of inddr:nt 135 
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Mid-term Recom mendation: 5. Add firefight ers to improve response performance 

Balance First-Due and ERF Objectives 

Sox 
2.1 - 2.296 

Twenty n~ posltJons 

First Due 
Staff 1~ 
crossover (600 calls) 
medics: 
2.2.2 3.3,3 

EIIF-low 8,8.8 
4.~ 17.17,17 (34 calls) 

Relocate 
and staff £RF-Mod 
spare truck: 6.496 
s.s.s.s 

Extra on 
existing 
units: ERf'Hlgt, 
4,4 7.396 
9 
12 

• 
' 

+ ► < 

• 

The selected recommendation of 20 new positions balances the needs of the 4 metrics. By 
including overlapping recommendations we can reduce the total new positions required 
from 28 to 20 to achieve the same gains. 
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Long-term (2028+) 
Recommended Hall Plan 
Appendix 

These are modelled scenarios that appear optimal at the time of this study, intended to 
inform general areas around which opportunities could be identified. However, it is 
incomplete. Hall planning should be done with a more complete scenario analysis. 
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Long-term Recommendation Develop station plans for long term 

Ideal East Downtown without net new halls 

If rebui lding Ha lls l and 8, 
idea locations would bring 
them closer each slightly 
northeast. 

Performance ga ins in 

2027 : 0.5% 

2028: 0.6% 

2042:1.7% 

• 
AL 

UR 

AIRVIEW 

, w10,,.., CD MOUNT f$1hAW "°' ASANT -

15 
~ .. 

I! 

E?lhAw 

Most (1.4 of 1.7%) of this improvement comes from Hall 1 relocation, as this not only has 
high current demand, it is planned as a high-growth area in the future . 
The Hall 8 relocat ion benefits Gastown and Coal Harbor areas, at the cost ofYaletown. 
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Long-term Recommendation Develop station plans for long term 

Ideal East Downtown with 1 net new hall 

A new ha ll at East Fa lse ruR 
Creek fi lls a gap, and moves 
the idea l hal l 8 near current , 
location. 

e 
viN 

"' 'f 

<> ' ;~ 'Ii 

Performance ga ins in 

2021: 0.9% 

... 
BCP u 

• 
2028: 1.1% 
2042:2.3% W6111l1e 

w ... 
l!RVIEW 

0 we,o:.c1w.1v r l('(lW,""' 

, V.:lnrn11vor 

~ ' . .. , .. ' 
~r~ STRl>.THCO~t p,.,. 

r.,,,, .......... ...,,.,. 
8 

f611tAw, 

MOUNT ,..,.,. '
1""'i 

J",,EASA•H 

O e1
0mA>t i 

........ l~' 

"" 
ft.anr-H! 

,!; 

• " ,!; 

a 
Cti..t-i• 

Kl 

E lstA 

'' 
Ct11,A .. 

If we could replace Hall 1 and 8 with three halls, the optimal locations are shown in blue. 
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Long-term Recommendation Develop station plans for long term 

Ideal East Downtown with 2 net new halls 

Improved coverage in 
Ga st own area offers 
additional gains. 

Performance ga ins in 

2021: 1.6% 

2028: 1.7% 

2042: 2.9% 

........ 

If we could replace Hall 1 and 8 with four halls, the optimal locations are shown in blue. 
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Consulting Team 
Appendix 

141 
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Consulting Team 

Darkhorse Emergency 
Darkhorse offers proven, evidence-based solutions to the critical issues faced by emergency services 
professionals. Our focus is to improve your response performance and unit utilization. We help you make 
intelligent, intuitive, data driven decisions. Darkhorse Emergency is a division of Darkhorse Analytics. 
Darkhorse oversaw all phases of the assessment and delivered presentations on accreditation, 
benchmarking, diagnostics, call forecasting, station location, and deployment analysis. 
darkhorseemergency.com 
darkborseanalytics com 

Elevate Consu lting 
Elevate is a business management consulting firm, we help organizations manage themselves better. 

Elevate lead the stakeholder engagement phase of the assessment. 

elevatecons11ltine ca 

Darkhorse Analytics is an analytical consulting firm focused on improving the 
decision-making in the emergency services sector. Spun out of a research institute (the 
Centre for Excellence in Operations) at the University of Alberta in 2008, Darkhorse uses 
the leading academic approaches to problem-solving in the most demanding, complex 
applications. 
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